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21 Introduction
Randomization is now an integral part of a development economist's toolbox. Over the last ten
years, a growing number of randomized evaluations have been conducted by economists or with
their input. These evaluations, on topics as diverse as the e®ect of school inputs on learning
(Glewwe and Kremer 2005), the adoption of new technologies in agriculture (Du°o, Kremer, and
Robinson 2006), corruption in driving licenses administration (Bertrand, Djankov, Hanna, and
Mullainathan 2006), or moral hazard and adverse selection in consumer credit markets (Karlan
and Zinman 2005b), have attempted to answer important policy questions and have also been
used by economists as a testing ground for their theories.
Unlike the early \social experiments" conducted in the United States|with their large bud-
gets, large teams, and complex implementations|many of the randomized evaluations that have
been conducted in recent years in developing countries have had fairly small budgets, making
them a®ordable for development economists. Working with local partners on a smaller scale has
also given more °exibility to researchers, who can often in°uence program design. As a result,
randomized evaluation has become a powerful research tool.
While research involving randomization still represents a small proportion of work in de-
velopment economics, there is now a considerable body of theoretical knowledge and practical
experience on how to run these projects. In this chapter, we attempt to draw together in one
place the main lessons of this experience and provide a reference for researchers planning to con-
duct such projects. The chapter thus provides practical guidance on how to conduct, analyze,
and interpret randomized evaluations in developing countries and on how to use such evaluations
to answer questions about economic behavior.
This chapter is not a review of research using randomization in development economics.1
Nor is its main purpose to justify the use of randomization as a complement or substitute to
other research methods, although we touch upon these issues along the way.2 Rather, it is
a practical guide, a \toolkit," which we hope will be useful to those interested in including
1Kremer (2003) and Glewwe and Kremer (2005) provide a review of randomized evaluations in education;
Banerjee and Du°o (2005) review the results from randomized evaluations on ways to improve teacher's and
nurse's attendance in developing countries; Du°o (2006) reviews the lessons on incentives, social learning, and
hyperbolic discounting.
2We have provided such arguments elsewhere, see Du°o (2004) and Du°o and Kremer (2005).
3randomization as part of their research design.
The outline to the chapter is as follows. In Section 2, we use the now standard \potential
outcome" framework to discuss how randomized evaluations overcome a number of the problems
endemic to retrospective evaluation. We focus on the issue of selection bias, which arises when
individuals or groups are selected for treatment based on characteristics that may also a®ect their
outcomes and makes it di±cult to disentangle the impact of the treatment from the factors that
drove selection. This problem is compounded by a natural publication bias towards retrospective
studies that support prior beliefs and present statistically signi¯cant results. We discuss how
carefully constructed randomized evaluations address these issues.
In Section 3, we discuss how can randomization be introduced in the ¯eld. Which partners to
work with? How can pilot projects be used? What are the various ways in which randomization
can be introduced in an ethically and politically acceptable manner?
In section 4, we discuss how researchers can a®ect the power of the design, or the chance to
arrive at statistically signi¯cant conclusions. How should sample sizes be chosen? How does the
level of randomization, the availability of control variables, and the possibility to stratify, a®ect
power?
In section 5, we discuss practical design choices researchers will face when conducting ran-
domized evaluation: At what level to randomize? What are the pros and cons of factorial
designs? When and what data to collect?
In section 6 we discuss how to analyze data from randomized evaluations when there are
departures from the simplest basic framework. We review how to handle di®erent probability of
selection in di®erent groups, imperfect compliance and externalities.
In section 7 we discuss how to accurately estimate the precision of estimated treatment
e®ects when the data is grouped and when multiple outcomes or subgroups are being considered.
Finally in section 8 we conclude by discussing some of the issues involved in drawing general
conclusions from randomized evaluations, including the necessary use of theory as a guide when
designing evaluations and interpreting results.
2 Why Randomize?
42.1 The Problem of Causal Inference
Any attempt at drawing a causal inference question such as \What is the causal e®ect of edu-
cation on fertility?" or \What is the causal e®ect of class size on learning?" requires answering
essentially counterfactual questions: How would individuals who participated in a program have
fared in the absence of the program? How would those who were not exposed to the program
have fared in the presence of the program? The di±culty with these questions is immediate. At
a given point in time, an individual is either exposed to the program or not. Comparing the same
individual over time will not, in most cases, give a reliable estimate of the program's impact
since other factors that a®ect outcomes may have changed since the program was introduced.
We cannot, therefore, obtain an estimate of the impact of the program on a given individual.
We can, however, obtain the average impact of a program, policy, or variable (we will refer to
this as a treatment, below) on a group of individuals by comparing them to a similar group of
individuals who were not exposed to the program.
To do this, we need a comparison group. This is a group of people who, in the absence of
the treatment, would have had outcomes similar to those who received the treatment. In reality,
however, those individuals who are exposed to a treatment generally di®er from those who are
not. Programs are placed in speci¯c areas (for example, poorer or richer areas), individuals
are screened for participation (for example, on the basis of poverty or motivation), and the
decision to participate in a program is often voluntary, creating self-selection. Families chose
whether to send girls to school. Di®erent regions chose to have women teachers, and di®erent
countries chose to have the rule of law. For all of these reasons, those who were not exposed
to a treatment are often a poor comparison group for those who were. Any di®erence between
the groups can be attributed to both the impact of the program or pre-existing di®erences (the
\selection bias"). Without a reliable way to estimate the size of this selection bias, one cannot
decompose the overall di®erence into a treatment e®ect and a bias term.
To ¯x ideas it is useful to introduce the notion of a potential outcome, introduced by Rubin
(1974). Suppose we are interested in measuring the impact of textbooks on learning. Let us call
Y T
i the average test score of children in a given school i if the school has textbooks and Y C
i the
test scores of children in the same school i if the school has no textbooks. Further, de¯ne Yi
as outcome that is actually observed for school i. We are interested in the di®erence Y T
i ¡ Y C
i ,
5which is the e®ect of having textbooks for school i. As we explained above, we will not be able
to observe a school i both with and without books at the same time, and we will therefore not
be able to estimate individual treatment e®ects. While every school has two potential outcomes,
only one is observed for each school.
However, we may hope to learn the expected average e®ect that textbooks have on the
schools in a population:
E[Y T
i ¡ Y C
i ]. (1)
Imagine we have access to data on a large number of schools in one region. Some schools have
textbooks and others do not. One approach is to take the average of both groups and examine
the di®erence between average test scores in schools with textbooks and in those without. In a
large sample, this will converge to
D = E[Y T
i jSchool has textbooks] ¡ E[Y C
i jSchool has no textbooks] = E[Y T
i jT] ¡ E[Y C
i jC].
Subtracting and adding E[Y C
i jT], i.e., the expected outcome for a subject in the treatment
group had she not been treated(a quantity that cannot be observed but is logically well de¯ned)
we obtain,
D = E[Y T
i jT] ¡ E[Y C
i jT] ¡ E[Y C
i jC] + E[Y C
i jT] = E[Y T
i ¡ Y C
i jT] + E[Y C
i jT] ¡ E[Y C
i jC]
The ¯rst term, E[Y T
i ¡ Y C
i jT], is the treatment e®ect that we are trying to isolate (i.e., the
e®ect of treatment on the treated). In our textbook example, it is the answer to the question:
on average, in the treatment schools, what di®erence did the books make?
The second term, E[Y C
i jT] ¡ E[Y C
i jC], is the selection bias. It captures the di®erence in
potential untreated outcomes between the treatment and the comparison schools; treatment
schools may have had di®erent test scores on average even if they had not been treated. This
would be true if schools that received textbooks were schools where parents consider education
a particularly high priority and, for example, are more likely to encourage their children to do
homework and prepare for tests. In this case, E[Y C
i jT] would be larger than E[Y C
i jC]. The
bias could also work in the other direction. If, for example, textbooks had been provided by a
non-governmental organization to schools in particularly disadvantaged communities, E[Y C
i jT]
would likely be smaller than E[Y C
i jC]: It could also be the case that textbooks were part of
6a more general policy intervention (for example, all schools that receive textbooks also receive
blackboards); the e®ect of the other interventions would be embedded in our measure D. The
more general point is that in addition to any e®ect of the textbooks there may be systematic
di®erences between schools with textbooks and those without.
Since E[Y C
i jT] is not observed, it is in general impossible to assess the magnitude (or even the
sign) of the selection bias and, therefore, the extent to which selection bias explains the di®erence
in outcomes between the treatment and the comparison groups. An essential objective of much
empirical work is to identify situations where we can assume that the selection bias does not
exist or ¯nd ways to correct for it.
2.2 Randomization Solves the Selection Bias
One setting in which the selection bias can be entirely removed is when individuals or groups
of individuals are randomly assigned to the treatment and comparison groups. In a randomized
evaluation, a sample of N individuals is selected from the population of interest. Note that
the \population" may not be a random sample of the entire population and may be selected
according to observables; therefore, we will learn the e®ect of the treatment on the particular
sub-population from which the sample is drawn. We will return to this issue. This experimental
sample is then divided randomly into two groups: the treatment group (NT individuals) and the
comparison (or control) group (NC individuals).
The treatment group then is exposed to the \treatment" (their treatment status is T) while
the comparison group (treatment status C) is not. Then the outcome Y is observed and com-
pared for both treatment and comparison groups. For example, out of 100 schools, 50 are
randomly chosen to receive textbooks, and 50 do not receive textbooks. The average treatment
e®ect can then be estimated as the di®erence in empirical means of Y between the two groups,
^ D = ^ E[YijT] ¡ ^ E[YijC];
where ^ E denotes the sample average. As the sample size increases, this di®erence converges
to
D = E[Y T
i jT] ¡ E[Y C
i jC].
Since the treatment has been randomly assigned, individuals assigned to the treatment and
7control groups di®er in expectation only through their exposure to the treatment. Had neither
received the treatment, their outcomes would have been in expectation the same. This implies
that the selection bias, E[Y C
i jT] ¡ E[Y C
i jC], is equal to zero. If, in addition, the potential
outcomes of an individual are unrelated to the treatment status of any other individual (this
is the \Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption" (SUTVA) described in Angrist, Imbens, and
Rubin (1996)),3 we have
E[YijT] ¡ E[YijC] = E[Y T
i ¡ Y C
i jT] = E[Y T
i ¡ Y C
i ];
the causal parameter of interest for treatment T.
The regression counterpart to obtain ^ D is
Yi = ® + ¯T + ²i, (2)
where T is a dummy for assignment to the treatment group. Equation (2) can be estimated
with ordinary least squares, and it can easily be shown that ^ ¯OLS = ^ E(YijT) ¡ ^ E(YijC).4
This result tells us that when a randomized evaluation is correctly designed and implemented,
it provides an unbiased estimate of the impact of the program in the sample under study|this
estimate is internally valid. There are of course many ways in which the assumptions in this
simple set up may fail when randomized evaluations are implemented in the ¯eld in developing
countries. This chapter describes how to correctly implement randomized evaluations so as to
minimize such failures and how to correctly analyze and interpret the results of such evaluations,
including in cases that depart from this basic set up.
Before proceeding further, it is important to keep in mind what expression (1) means. What
is being estimated is the overall impact of a particular program on an outcome, such as test
scores, allowing other inputs to change in response to the program. It may be di®erent from the
impact of textbooks on test scores keeping everything else constant.
To see this, assume that the production function for the outcome of interest Y is of the
form Y = f(I), where I is a vector of inputs, some of which can be directly varied using policy
3This rules out externalities{the possibility that treatment of one individual a®ects the outcomes of another.
We address this issue in Section 6.3.
4Note that estimating equation 2 with OLS does not require us to assume a constant treatment e®ect. The
estimated coe±cient is simply the average treatment e®ect.
8tools, others of which depend on household or ¯rm responses. This relationship is structural; it
holds regardless of the actions of individuals or institutions a®ected by the policy changes. The
impact of any given input in the vector I on academic achievement that is embedded in this
relationship is a structural parameter.
Consider a change in one element of the vector I, call it t. One estimate of interest is how
changes in t a®ect Y when all other explanatory variables are held constant, i.e., the partial
derivative of Y with respect to t. A second estimate of interest is the total derivative of Y with
respect to t; which includes changes in other inputs in response to the change in t. In general,
if other inputs are complements to or substitutes for t, then exogenous changes in I will lead
to changes in other inputs j. For example, parents may respond to an educational program
by increasing their provision of home-supplied educational inputs. Alternatively, parents may
consider the program a substitute for home-supplied inputs and decrease their supply. For
example, Das, Krishnan, Habyarimana, and Dercon (2004) and others suggest that household
educational expenditures and governmental non-salary cash grants to schools are substitutes,
and that households cut back on expenditures when the government provides grants to schools.
In general, the partial and total derivatives could be quite di®erent, and both may be of
interest to policymakers. The total derivative is of interest because it shows what will happen
to outcome measures after an input is exogenously provided and agents re-optimize. In e®ect it
tells us the \real" impact of the policy on the outcomes of interest. But the total derivative may
not provide a measure of overall welfare e®ects. Again consider a policy of providing textbooks
to students where parents may respond to the policy by reducing home purchases of textbooks
in favor of some consumer good that is not in the educational production function. The total
derivative of test scores or other educational outcome variables will not capture the bene¯ts of
this re-optimization. Under some assumptions, however, the partial derivative will provide an
appropriate guide to the welfare impact of the input.
Results from randomized evaluations (and from other internally valid program evaluations)
provide reduced form estimates of the impacts of the treatment, and these reduced form param-
eters are total derivatives. Partial derivatives can only be obtained if researchers specify the
model that links various inputs to the outcomes of interest and collect data on these intermedi-
ate inputs. This underscores that to estimate welfare impact of a policy, randomization needs
to be combined with theory, a topic to which we return in section 8.
92.3 Other Methods to Control for Selection Bias
Aside from randomization, other methods can be used to address the issue of selection bias. The
objective of any of these methods is to create comparison groups that are valid under a set of
identifying assumptions. The identifying assumptions are not directly testable, and the validity
of any particular study depends instead on how convincing the assumptions appear. While it is
not the objective of this chapter to review these methods in detail,5 in this section we discuss
them brie°y in relation to randomized evaluations.6
2.3.1 Controlling for Selection Bias by Controlling for Observables
The ¯rst possibility is that, conditional on a set of observable variables X, the treatment can
be considered to be as good as randomly assigned. That is, there exists a vector X such that
E[Y C
i jX;T] ¡ E[Y C
i jX;C] = 0. (3)
A case where this is obviously true is when the treatment status is randomly assigned con-
ditional on a set of observable variables X. In other words, the allocation of observations to
treatment or comparison is not unconditionally randomized, but within each strata de¯ned by
the interactions of the variables in the set X, the allocation was done randomly. In this case,
after conditioning on X, the selection bias disappears. We will discuss in section 6.1 how to
analyze the data arising from such a set-up. In most observational settings, however, there is
no explicit randomization at any point, and one must assume that appropriately controlling for
the observable variables is su±cient to eliminate selection bias.
There are di®erent approaches to control for the set of variables X. A ¯rst approach, when
the dimension of X is not too large, is to compute the di®erence between the outcomes of the
treatment and comparison groups within each cell formed by the various possible values of X:
The treatment e®ect is then the weighted average of these within-cell e®ects (see Angrist (1998)
for an application of this method to the impact of military service). This approach (fully non-
5Much fuller treatments of these subjects can be found, notably in this and other handbooks (Angrist and
Imbens 1994, Card 1999, Imbens 2004, Todd 2006, Ravallion 2006).
6We do not discuss instrumental variables estimation in this section, since its uses in the context of randomized
evaluation will be discussed in section 6.2, and the general principle discussed there will apply to the use of
instruments that are not randomly assigned.
10parametric matching) is not practical if X has many variables or includes continuous variables. In
this case, methods have been designed to implement matching based on the \propensity score,"
or the probability of being assigned to the treatment conditional on the variables X.7 A third
approach is to control for X, parametrically or non-parametrically, in a regression framework. As
described in the references cited, matching and regression techniques make di®erent assumptions
and estimate somewhat di®erent parameters. Both, however, are only valid on the underlying
assumption that, conditional on the observable variables that are controlled for, there is no
di®erence in potential outcomes between treated and untreated individuals. For this to be true,
the set of variables X must contain all the relevant di®erences between the treatment and control
groups. This assumption is not testable and its plausibility must be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis. In many situations, the variables that are controlled for are just those that happen to be
available in the data set, and selection (or \omitted variable") bias remains an issue, regardless
of how °exibly the control variables are introduced.
2.3.2 Regression Discontinuity Design Estimates
A very interesting special case of controlling for an observable variable occurs in circumstances
where the probability of assignment to the treatment group is a discontinuous function of one
or more observable variables. For example, a microcredit organization may limit eligibility for
loans to women living in household with less than one acre of land; students may pass an exam if
their grade is at least 50%; or class size may not be allowed to exceed 25 students. If the impact
of any unobservable variable correlated with the variable used to assign treatment is smooth,
the following assumption is reasonable for a small ²:
E[Y C
i jT;X < X + ²;X > X ¡ ²] = E[Y C
i jC;X < X + ²;X > X ¡ ²], (4)
where X is the underlying variable and X is the threshold for assignment. This assumption
implies that within some "-range of ¹ X, the selection bias is zero and is the basis of \regression
discontinuity design estimates" (Campbell 1969); see Todd (2006) chapter in this volume for
7The results that controlling for the propensity score leads to unbiased estimate of the treatment e®ect under
assumption 3 is due to Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) see chapters by Todd (2006) and Ravallion (2006) in this
volume for a discussion of matching).
11further details and references). The idea is to estimate the treatment e®ect using individuals
just below the threshold as a control for those just above.
This design has become very popular with researchers working on program evaluation in
developed countries, and many argue that it removes selection bias when assignment rules are
indeed implemented. It has been less frequently applied by development economists, perhaps
because it faces two obstacles that are prevalent in developing countries. First, assignment rules
are not always implemented very strictly. For example, Morduch (1998) criticizes the approach of
Pitt and Khandker (1998), who make implicit use of a regression discontinuity design argument
for the evaluation of Grameen Bank clients. Morduch shows that despite the o±cial rule of not
lending to household owning more than one acre of land, credit o±cers exercise their discretion.
There is no discontinuity in the probability of borrowing at the one acre threshold. The second
problem is the o±cials implementing a program may be able to manipulate the level of the
underlying variable that determines eligibility, which makes an individual's position above or
below the threshold endogenous. In this case, it cannot be argued that individuals on either
side of the cuto® have similar potential outcomes and equation (4) fails to hold.
2.3.3 Di®erence-in-Di®erences and Fixed E®ects
Di®erence-in-di®erence estimates use pre-period di®erences in outcomes between treatment and
control group for control for pre-existing di®erences between the groups, when data exists both
before and after the treatment. Denote by Y T
1 (Y C
1 ) the potential outcome \if treated" (\if
untreated") in period 1, after the treatment occurs, and Y T
0 (Y C
0 ) the potential outcome \if
treated" (\if untreated") in period 0, before the treatment occurs. Individuals belong to group
T or group C. Group T is treated in period 1 and untreated in period 0. Group C is never
treated.
The di®erence-in-di®erences estimator is
d DD = [ ^ E[Y T
1 jT] ¡ ^ E[Y C
0 jT]] ¡ [ ^ E[Y C
1 jC] ¡ ^ E[Y C
0 jC]]
and provides an unbiased estimate of the treatment e®ect under the assumption that [ ^ E(Y C
1 jT)¡
^ E(Y C
0 jT)] = [ ^ E(Y C
1 jC) ¡ ^ E(Y C
0 jC)], i.e., that absent the treatment the outcomes in the two
groups would have followed parallel trends.
12Fixed e®ects generalizes di®erence-in-di®erences estimates when there is more than one time
period or more than one treatment group. The ¯xed e®ects estimates are obtained by regress-
ing the outcome on the control variable, after controlling for year and group dummies. Both
di®erence-in-di®erences and ¯xed e®ect estimates are very common in applied work. Whether
or not they are convincing depends on whether the assumption of parallel evolution of the out-
comes in the absence of the treatment is convincing. Note in particular that if the two groups
have very di®erent outcomes before the treatment, the functional form chosen for how outcomes
evolved over time will have an important in°uence on the results.
2.4 Comparing Experimental and Non-Experimental Estimates
A growing literature is taking advantage of randomized evaluation to estimate a program's
impact using both experimental and non-experimental methods and then test whether the non-
experimental estimates are biased in this particular case. LaLonde's seminal study found that
many of the econometric procedures and comparison groups used in program evaluations did not
yield accurate or precise estimates and that such econometric estimates often di®er signi¯cantly
from experimental results (Lalonde 1986). A number of subsequent studies have conducted such
analysis focusing on the performance of propensity score matching (Heckman, Ichimura, and
Todd 1997, Heckman, Ichimura, Smith, and Todd 1998, Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd 1998,
Dehejia and Wahba 1999, Smith and Todd 2005). Results are mixed, with some studies ¯nding
that non-experimental methods can replicate experimental results quite well and others being
more negative. A more comprehensive review by Glazerman, Levy, and Myers (2003) compared
experimental non-experimental methods in studies of welfare, job training, and employment
service programs in the United States. Synthesizing the results of twelve design replication
studies, they found that retrospective estimators often produce results dramatically di®erent
from randomized evaluations and that the bias is often large. They were unable to identify any
strategy that could consistently remove bias and still answer a well-de¯ned question.
Cook, Shadish, and Wong (2006) conducts a comparison of randomized and non-randomized
studies, most of which were implemented in educational settings, and arrives at a more nuanced
conclusion. He ¯nds that experimental and non-experimental results are similar when the non-
experiment technique is a regression discontinuity or \interrupted time series" design (di®erence-
in-di®erences with long series of pre-data), but that matching or other ways to control for
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(regression discontinuity designs in particular) may produce results that are as convincing as
those of a well-implemented randomized evaluation but that \You cannot put right by statistics
what you have done wrong by design." While Cook's ¯ndings are extremely interesting, the
level of control achieved by the quasi-experiments he reviews (in terms, for example, of strictly
following threshold rules) is such that for developing countries these designs may actually be
less practical than randomized evaluations.
We are not aware of any systematic review of similar studies in developing countries, but
a number of comparative studies have been conducted. Some suggest omitted variables bias
is a signi¯cant problem; others ¯nd that non-experimental estimators may perform well in cer-
tain contexts. Buddlemeyer and Sko¯as (2003) and Diaz and Handa (2006) both focus on
PROGRESA, a poverty alleviation program implemented in Mexico in the late 1990s with a
randomized design. Buddlemeyer and Sko¯as (2003) use randomized evaluation results as the
benchmark to examine the performance of regression discontinuity design. They ¯nd the per-
formance of such a design to be good, suggesting that if policy discontinuities are rigorously
enforced, regression discontinuity design frameworks can be useful. Diaz and Handa (2006)
compare experimental estimates to propensity score matching estimates, again using the PRO-
GRESA data. Their results suggest that propensity score matching does well when a large
number of control variables is available.
In contrast, several studies in Kenya ¯nd that estimates from prospective randomized eval-
uations can often be quite di®erent from those obtained using a retrospective evaluation in
the same sample, suggesting that omitted variable bias is a serious concern. Glewwe, Kremer,
Moulin, and Zitzewitz (2004) study an NGO program that randomly provided educational °ip
charts to primary schools in Western Kenya. Their analysis suggests that retrospective es-
timates seriously overestimate the charts' impact on student test scores. They found that a
di®erence-in-di®erences approach reduced but did not eliminate this problem.
Miguel and Kremer (2003) and Du°o, Kremer, and Robinson (2006) compare experimental
and non-experimental estimate of peer e®ects in the case of the take up of deworming drug and
fertilizer adoption, respectively. Both studies found that the individual's decision is correlated
with the decisions of their contacts. However, as Manski (1993) has argued, this could be due to
many factors other than peer e®ects, in particular, to the fact that these individuals share the
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that some members of a particular network adopted the innovation (deworming or fertilizer,
respectively). The presence of peer e®ect can then be tested by comparing whether others in
the network were then more likely to adopt as well (we will come back to this speci¯c method
of evaluating peer e®ects in section 6.3). Both studies ¯nd markedly di®erent results from the
non-experimental results: Du°o, Kremer, and Robinson (2006) ¯nd no learning e®ect, while
Miguel and Kremer (2003) ¯nd negative peer e®ects. Furthermore, Miguel and Kremer (2003)
run on the non-experimental data a number of speci¯cations checks that have been suggested
in the peer e®ects literature, and all these checks support the conclusion that peer e®ects are in
fact positive, suggestive that such checks may not be su±cient to erase the speci¯cation bias.
Future research along these lines would be valuable, since comparative studies can be used
to assess the size and prevalence of biases in retrospective estimates and provide more guidance
which methodologies are the most robust. However, as discussed below, these types of studies
have to be done with care in order to provide an accurate comparison between di®erent meth-
ods. If the retrospective portions of these comparative studies are done with knowledge of the
experimental results, there is a natural tendency to select from plausible comparison groups
and methodologies in order to match experimental estimates. To address these concerns, future
researchers should conduct retrospective evaluations before the results of randomized evalua-
tions are released or conduct blind retrospective evaluations without knowledge of the results of
randomized evaluations or other retrospective studies.
2.5 Publication Bias
2.5.1 Publication bias in non-experimental studies
Uncertainty over bias in the reported results from non-experimental studies is compounded
by publication bias, which occurs when editors, reviewers, researchers, or policymakers have a
preference for results that are statistically signi¯cant or support a certain view. In many cases,
as we just reviewed, researchers will have many possible choices of how to specify empirical
models, and many of these might still be subject to remaining omitted variable bias.
Consider an example in which the true treatment e®ect is zero, but each non-experimental
technique yields an estimated treatment e®ect equal to the true e®ect plus an omitted variable
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what appears in the published literature may not re°ect typical results from plausible speci¯ca-
tions, which would be centered on zero, but may instead be systematically biased.
In any study, a number of choices will need to be made about how the analysis would
most appropriately be conducted, which method should be used, which control variable should
be introduced, which instrumental variable to use. There will often be legitimate arguments
for a variety of di®erent alternatives. Researchers focus their time and e®ort on completing
studies that seem to produce statistically signi¯cant results, those that do not end up in the
\¯le drawer."
Some researchers may inappropriately mine various regression speci¯cations for one that pro-
duces statistically signi¯cant results. Even researchers who do not deliberately search among
speci¯cations for those that yield signi¯cant results may do so inadvertently. Consider a re-
searcher undertaking a retrospective study for which there are several potentially appropriate
speci¯cations, not all of which are known to the researcher before beginning the analysis. The
researcher thinks of one speci¯cation and runs a series of regressions. If the results are statisti-
cally signi¯cant and con¯rm what the researcher expected to ¯nd, it is perhaps likely that he or
she will assume the speci¯cation is appropriate and not spend much time considering possible
alternatives. However, if the regression results are not statistically signi¯cant or go against what
the researcher expected to ¯nd, he or she is perhaps more likely to spend substantial amounts
of time considering other possible speci¯cations. In addition to generating too many false pos-
itives in published papers, this type of speci¯cation searching probably leads to under-rejection
of commonly held views.
Even if a researcher introduces no bias of this kind, the selection by journals of papers with
signi¯cant results introduces another level of publication bias. Moreover, citation of papers
with extreme results by advocates on one side or another of policy debates is likely to compound
publication bias with citation bias. The cumulative result of this process is that even in cases
when a program has no e®ect, strongly positive and/or strongly negative estimates are likely to
be published and widely cited.
A growing body of available evidence suggests publication bias is a serious problem within
the economics literature. DeLong and Lang (1992) devise a test to determine the fraction of
un-rejected null hypotheses that are false. They note that under the null, the distribution of test
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associated with them. For example, any test statistic has a 5% chance of falling below the value
of the .05-signi¯cance level. They use this observation to examine whether the distribution of
these test statistics conform to what would be expected if a pre-speci¯ed fraction of the null
hypotheses were in fact true. Using data from articles published in major economics journals,
the authors ¯nd they can reject at the .05 level the null hypothesis that more than about
one-third of un-rejected null hypotheses were true. Although the authors acknowledge several
potential explanations for their ¯ndings, they argue publication bias provides the most important
explanation.
Statisticians have developed a meta-analysis framework to examine whether inferences are
sensitive to publication bias. Hedges (1992) proposed a formal model of publication bias where
tests that yield lower p-values are more likely to be observed. Ashenfelter, Harmon, and Ooster-
beek (1999) apply Hedges's analytic framework to the literature on rates of return to education
and ¯nd strong evidence that publication bias exists for instrumental variables (IV) estimates
on the rate of return to education, which suggests that the often cited results that IV estimates
of returns to education are larger than OLS estimates may just be an artifact of publication
bias. Likewise, Card and Krueger (1995) ¯nd evidence of signi¯cant publication bias in the
time-series minimum wage literature, leading to an over-reporting of signi¯cant results.
2.5.2 Randomization and publication bias
Some, though not all, of the problems of publication bias can be addressed by randomized
evaluations. First, if a randomized evaluation is correctly implemented, there can be no question
that the results, whatever they are, give us the impact of the particular intervention that was
tested (subject to a known degree of sampling error). This implies that if results are unexpected,
they have less chance of being considered the result of speci¯cation error and discarded. Miguel
and Kremer (2003) evaluation of the impact of network and peer e®ects on the take up of
deworming medicine, which we discussed above, provides an interesting example. Ex ante,
the researchers probably expected children with more links to students in treatment schools
to increase their uptake of deworming treatment in subsequent rounds of the program as they
learned about the medicine's bene¯ts. Instead, their experimental ¯ndings showed a signi¯cant
e®ect in the opposite direction. Had they obtained these results in a retrospective study, most
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alternative speci¯cations. The experimental design leaves little doubt that peer e®ects are in
fact negative.
Second, in randomized evaluation the treatment and comparison groups are determined
before a researcher knows how these choices will a®ect the results, limiting room for ex post
discretion. There is usually still some °exibility ex post|including what variables to control for,
how to handle subgroups, and how to deal with large numbers of possible outcome variables|
which may lead to \cherry-picking" amongst the results. However, unlike omitted variable bias
which can become arbitrarily large, this ex post discretion is bounded by the ex ante design
choices.
Nevertheless, \cherry-picking" particular outcomes, sites, or subgroups where the evaluation
concluded that the program is e®ective provides a window through which publication biases
can appear in randomized evaluations. This is why the FDA does not consider results from
sub-group analysis in medical trials valid evidence for the e®ectiveness of a drug. Below, we
discuss how to handle these issues.
Third, randomized evaluations can also partially overcome the ¯le drawer and journal pub-
lication biases as their results are usually documented even if they suggest insigni¯cant e®ects.
Even when unpublished, they are typically circulated and often discussed in systematic reviews.
This is because researchers discover whether the results are signi¯cant at a much later stage and
are much less likely to simply abandon the results of an evaluation that has taken several years
to conduct than they are to abandon the results of a quick dip into existing data to check out
an idea. In addition, funding agencies typically require a report of how their money was spent
regardless of outcomes.
Despite this, it would still be extremely useful to put institutions in place to ensure that
negative as well as positive results of randomized evaluations are disseminated. Such a system
is in place for medical trial results, and creating a similar system for documenting evaluations
of social programs would help to alleviate the problem of publication bias. One way to help
maintain such a system would be for grant-awarding institutions to require researchers to submit
results from all evaluations to a centralized database. To avoid problems due to speci¯cation
searching ex post, such a database should also include the salient features of the ex ante design
(outcome variables to be examined, sub-groups to be considered, etc.) and researchers should
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other than those that they initially had included in their proposal, they should be clearly sign-
posted such that users should be able to distinguish between them. This information would
be useful from a decision-theoretic perspective|several positive, unbiased estimates that are
individually statistically insigni¯cant can produce signi¯cant meta-estimates|and be available
to policymakers and those seeking to understand the body of experimental knowledge regarding
the e®ectiveness of certain policies.
3 Incorporating Randomized Evaluation in a Research Design
In the rest of this chapter, we discuss how randomized evaluations can be carried out in prac-
tice. In this section, we focus on how researchers can introduce randomization in ¯eld research
in developing countries. Perhaps the most widely used model of randomized research is that of
clinical trials conducted by researchers working in laboratory conditions or with close supervi-
sion. While there are examples of research following similar templates in developing countries,8
most of the projects involving randomization di®er from this model in several important ways.
They are in general conducted with implementation partners (governments, NGOs, or private
companies) who are implementing real-world programs and are interested in ¯nding out whether
they work or how to improve them. In some cases, randomization can then be included during
pilot projects, in which one or several version of a program are tried out. There are also cases
where randomization can be included outside pilot projects, with minimal disruption to how the
program is run, allowing the evaluation of on-going projects.
Section 3.1 discusses the possible partners for evaluation. Section 3.2 discusses how random-
ization can be introduced in the context of pilot projects and how these pilot projects have the
potential to go beyond estimating only program e®ects to test speci¯c economic hypotheses.
Section 3.3 discuses how randomization can be introduced outside pilot projects.
8The best example is probably the \Work and Iron Supplementation Experiment" (see Thomas, Frankenberg,
Friedman, Habicht, and Al (2003)), where households were randomly assigned to receive either iron supplemen-
tation or a placebo for a year, and where compliance with the treatment was strictly enforced.
193.1 Partners
Unlike conducting laboratory experiments, which economists can do on their own, introducing
randomization in real-world programs almost always requires working with a partner who is in
charge of actually implementing the program.
Governments are possible partners. While government programs are meant to serve the
entire eligible population, pilots programs are some times run before the programs are scaled-
up. These programs are limited in scope and can sometimes be evaluated using a randomized
design. Some of the most well-known early social experiments in the US |for example the Job
Partnership Training Act and the Negative Income Tax|were conducted following this model.
There are also a few examples from developing countries. PROGRESA (now called Opor-
tunidades) (also discussed in Todd (2006) and Parker, Rubalcava, and Teruel (2005) chapters
in this volume) is probably the best known example of a randomized evaluation conducted by a
government. The program o®ers grants, distributed to women, conditional on children's school
attendance and preventative health measures (nutrition supplementation, health care visits, and
participation in health education programs). In 1998, when the program was launched, o±cials
in the Mexican government made a conscious decision to take advantage of the fact that bud-
getary constraints made it impossible to reach the 50,000 potential bene¯ciary communities of
PROGRESA all at once, and instead started with a randomized pilot program in 506 communi-
ties. Half of those were randomly selected to receive the program, and baseline and subsequent
data were collected in the remaining communities.
The task of evaluating the program was given to academic researchers through the Interna-
tional Food Policy Research Institute. The data was made accessible to many di®erent people,
and a number of papers have been written on its impact (most of them are accessible on the IF-
PRI Web site). The evaluations showed that it was e®ective in improving health and education.
(see in particular Gertler and Boyce (2001) and Schultz (2004)).
The PROGRESA pilot had an impressive demonstration e®ect. The program was continued
and expanded in Mexico despite the subsequent change in government, and expanded in many
other Latin American countries, often including a randomized pilot component. Some examples
are the Family Allowance Program (PRAF) in Honduras (International Food Policy Research
2000), a conditional cash transfer program in Nicaragua (Maluccio and Flores 2005), a condi-
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program in Brazil.
These types of government-sponsored (or organized) pilots are becoming more frequent in
developing countries than they once were. For example, such government pilot programs have
been conducted in Cambodia (Bloom, Bhushan, Clingingsmith, Hung, King, Kremer, Loevin-
sohn, and Schwartz 2006), where the impact of public-private partnership on the quality of
health care was evaluated in a randomized evaluation performed at the district levels. In some
cases, governments and researchers have worked closely on the designs of such pilot. In Indone-
sia, Olken (2005) collaborated with the World Bank and the government to design an experiment
where di®erent ways to ¯ght corruption in locally administered development projects were tried
in di®erent villages. In Rajasthan, India, the police department is working with researchers to
pilot a number of reforms to improve police performance and limit corruption across randomly
selected police stations in nine districts.
Randomized evaluations conducted in collaboration with governments are still relatively rare.
They require cooperation at high political levels, and it is often di±cult to generate the consensus
required for successful implementation. The recent spread of randomized evaluations in devel-
opment owes much to a move towards working with non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
Unlike governments, NGOs are not expected to serve entire populations, and even small organi-
zations can substantially a®ect budgets for households, schools, or health clinics in developing
countries. Many development-focused NGOs frequently seek out new, innovative projects and
are eager to work with researchers to test new programs or to assess the e®ectiveness of existing
operations. In recent years, numerous randomized evaluations have been conducted with such
NGOs, often with evaluation-speci¯c sponsorship from research organizations or foundations. A
number of examples are covered throughout this chapter.
Finally, for-pro¯t ¯rms have also started getting interested in randomized evaluations, often
with the goal of understanding better how their businesses work and thus to serve their clients
better and increase their pro¯ts. For example, Karlan and Zinman (2006b), Karlan and Zinman
(2005a), Karlan and Zinman (2006a) and Bertrand, Karlan, Mullainathan, Sha¯r, and Zinman
(2005) worked with a private consumer lender in South Africa. Many micro-¯nance organizations
are now working with researchers to understand the impact of the salient features of their
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What are the advantages of di®erent partners? As mentioned, NGOs are more willing to want
to partner on an evaluation, so they are often the only partner of choice. When possible, working
with governments o®ers several advantages. First, it can allow for much wider geographic scope.
Second, the results may be more likely to feed into the policy process. Third, there will be less
concern about whether the results are dependent on a particular (and impossible to replicate)
organizational culture. However, NGOs and ¯rms o®er a much more °exible environment, where
it can be easier for the researchers to monitor the implementation of the research design. One
of the main bene¯ts of the move to working with NGOs has been an increased scope for testing
a wider range of questions, implementing innovative programs, and allowing for greater input
from researchers into the design of programs, especially in the pilot stage.
3.2 Pilot projects: From program evaluations to ¯eld experiments
A natural window to introduce randomization is before the program is scaled up, during the
pilot phase. This is an occasion for the implementation partner to rigorously assess test the
e®ectiveness of the program and can also be a chance to improve its design.
Many early ¯eld randomized studies (both in the US and in developing countries) simply
sought to test the e®ectiveness of particular programs. For example, the PROGRESA pilot
program implemented the program in the treatment villages and did not introduce it in the
comparison villages. The evaluation is only able to say whether, taken together, all the compo-
nents of PROGRESA are e®ective in increasing health and education outcomes. They cannot
disentangle the various mechanisms at play without further assumptions.
Such evaluations are still very useful in measuring the impact of policies or programs before
they are scaled up, but increasingly, researchers have been using such pilot programs to go
beyond the simple question of whether a particular program works or not. They have helped
their partners design programs or interventions with speci¯c theories in mind. The programs
are designed to help solve the partner's practical problems but they also serve as the test for the
theories. A parallel movement has also happened in developed countries, fuelled by the concerns
on the external validity of laboratory experiments (see Harrison and List (2004) for a review of
this literature).
9See the research coordinated by the Centre for Micro Finance in India, for many examples.
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experiments", in the sense that both the implementing agency and the researchers are experi-
menting together to ¯nd the best solution to a problem (Du°o 2006). There is an explosion of
such work in development economics.10 In practice, the distinction between \simple" program
evaluation and ¯eld experiment is of course too stark: there is a wide spectrum of work ranging
from the most straightforward comparison between one treatment and one comparison group
for a program, to evaluation involving a large number of groups allowing researchers to test very
subtle hypotheses in the ¯eld.
Here we mention only two examples which illustrate well the power of creative designs.
Ashraf, Karlan, and Yin (2006) set out to test the importance of time-inconsistent (\hyperbolic")
preferences. To this end they designed a commitment savings product for a small rural bank
in the Philippines. The rural bank was interested in participating in a program that had the
potential to increase savings. Individuals could restrict the access to the funds they deposited
in the accounts until either a given maturity or a given amount of money was saved. Relative
to standard accounts, the accounts carried no advantage other than this feature. The product
was o®ered to a randomly selected half of 1,700 former clients of the bank. The other half of the
individuals were assigned either to a pure comparison group or to a group who was visited and
given a speech reminding them of the importance of savings. This group allowed them to test
whether the simple fact of discussing savings is what encourages clients to save, rather than the
availability of a time-commitment device. Having these two separate groups was possible only
in the context of a pilot with a relatively °exible organization.
Du°o, Kremer, and Robinson (2006) evaluated a series of di®erent interventions to un-
derstand the determinants of the adoption of fertilizer in Western Kenya. The design of the
interventions made it possible to test some of the standard hypotheses of the hindrance to the
adoption of new technology. Field demonstrations with treatment and control plots were con-
ducted to evaluate the pro¯tability of fertilizer in the local conditions. Because the farmers were
randomly selected, those ¯eld trials also allowed them to study the impact of information pro-
vision and the channels of information transmission; other ways to provide information (starter
kits, school based demonstrations) were also examined; ¯nally, ¯nancing constraints and di±-
culties in saving were also explored, with interventions helping farmers to buy fertilizer at the
10Many of these very recent or on going studies are reviewed in the review articles mentioned in the introduction.
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3.3 Alternative Methods of Randomization
The examples we have looked at so far are in one respect similar to classic clinical trials: in
all cases the randomized study was introduced concurrent with a new program and where the
sample was randomly allocated into one or more treatment groups and a comparison group that
never received the treatment. However, one of the innovations of recent work is to realize that
there are many di®erent ways to introduce an element of randomization into programs. It is
often possible to introduce randomization into existing programs with minimal disruption. This
has spurred rapid growth in the use of randomized studies by development economists over the
last ten years. In this section we run through the four key methods|oversubscription, phase-
in, within-group randomization, and encouragement design|for introducing randomization into
new and existing programs.
3.3.1 Oversubscription Method
A natural opportunity for introducing randomization occurs when there are limited resources
or implementation capacity and demand for a program or service exceeds supply. In this case,
a natural and fair way to ration resources is to select those who will receive the program by
lottery among eligible candidates.
Such a method was used to ration the allocations of school vouchers in Colombia and the
resulting randomization of treatment and comparison groups allowed for a study to accurately
assess the impact of the voucher program (Angrist, Bettinger, Bloom, King, and Kremer) eval-
uated the impact of expanded consumer credit in South Africa by working with a lender who
randomly approved some marginal loan applications that would normally have been rejected.
All applicants who would normally have been approved received loans, and those who were well
below the cuto® were rejected. Such an evaluation was only possible because the experimental
design caused minimal disruption to the bank's normal business activities. When interpreting
these results, one must be careful to keep in mind that they only apply to those \marginal"
borrowers or, more generally, to the population over which assignment to the treatment group
was truly random.
243.3.2 Randomized Order of Phase-In
Financial and administrative constraints often lead NGOs to phase-in programs over time, and
randomization will often be the fairest way of determining the order of phase-in. Randomizing
the order of phase-in can allow evaluation of program e®ects in contexts where it is not accept-
able for some groups or individuals to receive no support. In practical terms, it can facilitate
continued cooperation by groups or individuals that have randomly been selected as the com-
parison group. As such, where logistics permit, randomization of phase-in may be preferable
to a pure lottery because the expectation of future bene¯ts provides subjects an incentive to
maintain contact with researchers and thus alleviates issues associated with attrition (see section
6.4).
The Primary School Deworming Project provides an example of this type of randomized
phase-in trial (Miguel and Kremer 2004). This program provided medical treatment for in-
testinal worms (helminths) and schistosomiasis as well as worm-prevention health education
lessons to children in 75 primary schools in rural Busia district, Kenya during 1998-2002. The
program randomly divided the schools into three groups, each consisting of 25 primary schools.
Treatment in the schools was done as follows: 25 Group 1 schools began receiving treatment
in 1998; 25 Group 2 schools began receiving treatment in 1999; and 25 Group 3 schools began
receiving treatment in 2000. The impact of the program on the health, nutrition, and education
of the children was evaluated by comparing the results from group 1 schools in 1998 with group
2 and 3 acting as comparisons and the results of group 1 and 2 schools in 1999 with group 3
schools acting as a comparison. The researchers found that deworming led to improved health
and increased school participation.
One drawback of randomized phase-in designs is that they often prevent researchers from
estimating a program's long-run e®ects; however, when a program targets well-identi¯ed cohorts,
this is still possible. In the deworming program, for example, children were not eligible for
treatment after they left school. Taking advantage of this, Miguel and Kremer are following
the cohorts who \missed out" on the program because they were too old to receive treatment
when it was phased-in to their school. These cohorts provide a valid control group to study the
long-run e®ects of the program on the equivalent cohorts from treated schools.
In contrast, if a randomized phase-in is too rapid relative to the time it takes for program
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would be unlikely to detect the e®ect of a microcredit program that was phased-in to control
villages only six months after it was introduced to the treatment group. When planning a
phase-in design, the time between phases should be su±cient to encompass any treatment lag.
Randomized phase-in becomes problematic when the comparison group is a®ected by the
expectation of future treatment. For example, in the case of a phased in microcredit program,
individuals in the comparison groups may delay investing in anticipation of cheaper credit once
they have access to the program. In this case, the comparison group is also a®ected by its
participation in the experiment and does not provide a valid counterfactual. Some have argued
that this may have been at play in the case of the PROGRESA experiment.
3.3.3 Within-Group Randomization
Even a randomized phase-in may not spread the bene¯ts su±ciently smoothly across the whole
group to ensure good cooperation with the study. For example, schools may refuse to let
researchers collect test scores on their students while the schools do not bene¯t from participating
in the study. In this case, it is still possible to introduce an element of randomization by providing
the program to some subgroups in each area.
The evaluation of the balsakhi program, a remedial education assistance in poor urban
schools in India provided by Pratham, an Indian education NGO (Banerjee, Du°o, Cole, and
Linden 2007) provides an example. The program was designed to provide those children falling
behind in school the basic skills they need to learn e®ectively. Pratham hires and trains tutors,
referred to as balsakhi or \child's friend," to give remedial math and reading comprehension
instruction to children. To ensure cooperation from school authorities, every school in the study
received a balsakhi in every year. However, based on random assignment, some schools were
asked to use the balsakhi in grade 3 and others in grade 4.11
This design was deemed fair by school teachers, since all schools received the same assistance.
Further more, since the NGO could make a credible case that they could not provide more than
one balsakhi per school, there was no expectation that all children in a school should bene¯t
from the program.
11Glewwe, Kremer, and Moulin (2004) used a similar approach in their study of a program to give textbooks
to schools in Kenya.
26The drawback of such designs is that they increase the likelihood that the comparison group
is contaminated. For example, in the balsakhi program, one may have been worried that head-
masters reallocated resources from grade 3 to grade 4 if grade 3 got a balsakhi but grade 4 did
not. In this particular application, such contamination was unlikely because schools have a ¯xed
number of teachers per grade and few other resources to reallocate. But this risk needs to be
considered when deciding whether or not to adopt such a design.
3.3.4 Encouragement Designs
Encouragement designs allow researchers to evaluate the impact of a program that is available
in the entire study area but whose take up is not universal. They are particularly useful for
evaluating programs over which randomization of access is not feasible for ethical or practical
reasons. Rather than randomize over the treatment itself, researchers randomly assign subjects
an encouragement to receive the treatment. One of the early encouragement designs was a study
of whether studying for the GRE could lead to an increase in test scores (Holland 1988). While
studying is available to everyone, researchers increased the number of students who studied for
it by mailing out free materials to a randomly selected set of GRE candidates. More recently,
Du°o and Saez (2003) studied the impact of receiving information about tax deferred accounts
(TDA) by providing ¯nancial incentives to university employees to attend the session organized
by their university (to which everybody is invited). The incentive increased the fraction of
people who chose to attend the session in the group where it was sent, and the TDA adoption
of those individuals can then be followed over time and compared to that of groups that did not
receive the incentive.
In Kenya, Du°o, Kremer, and Robinson (2006) evaluated the impact of witnessing fertilizer
demonstration on another farmer's plot on future adoption of fertilizer by farmers. To do so, they
set up fertilizer demonstrations on randomly selected farmers' plots and then explicitly invited
a randomly selected subset of the farmers' friends to view the demonstration. While a farmer's
other friends were also welcome to come, the fraction who attended was much larger among
those \invited" than \not invited." Since the invitation was randomly assigned, it provides a
natural instrumental variable with which to evaluate the impact of the treatment.
Because they only increase the probability that a treatment is received without changing
it from zero to one, encouragement designs pose speci¯c analytical challenges. We discuss the
27analytical requirements of this approach in section 6.2.
4 Sample size, design, and the power of experiments
The power of the design is the probability that, for a given e®ect size and a given statistical
signi¯cance level, we will be able to reject the hypothesis of zero e®ect. Sample sizes, as well as
other design choices, will a®ect the power of an experiment.
This section does not intend to provide a full treatment of the question of statistical power
or the theory of the design of experiment.12 Rather, its objective is to draw attention on the
key factors that in°uence the statistical power of randomized evaluations. It presumes a basic
knowledge of statistics and ignores some of the more complicated or subtle issues. We ¯rst
review basic principles of power calculations. We then discuss the in°uence of design factors
such as multiple treatment groups, randomization at the group level, partial compliance, control
variables, and strati¯cation. Finally, we discuss the practical steps involved in making power
calculations, and the roles they should be given when planning evaluations.
4.1 Basic Principles
The basic principles of power calculation can be illustrated in a simple regression framework. As
we discussed above, the di®erence in sample means for two groups (our estimate of the average
treatment e®ect) is the OLS coe±cient of ¯ in the regression
Yi = ® + ¯T + ²i . (5)
Assume that there is only one possible treatment, and that a proportion P of the sam-
ple is treated. Assume for now that each individual was randomly sampled from an identical
population, so that observations can be assumed to be i.i.d., with variance ¾2.






12A good reference for power calculations is Bloom (1995). An good reference on the theory of design of
experiments is Cox and Reid (2000).
28We are generally interested in testing the hypothesis, H0, that the e®ect of the program is
equal to zero against the alternative that it is not.13 The signi¯cance level, or size, of a test
represents the probability of a type I error, i.e., the probability we reject the hypothesis when
it is in fact true.
[Insert ¯g. 1 about here]
The bell shape picture on the left in ¯gure 1 is the distribution of ^ ¯ under the null hypothesis
of no e®ect.14 For a given signi¯cance level, H0 will be rejected if ^ ¯ falls to the right of the
critical level, that is if j^ ¯j > t® ¤SE^ ¯, where t® depends on the signi¯cance level (t®=2 for a two
sided test) and is obtained from a standard t-distribution.
In ¯gure 1, the curve to the right shows the distribution of ^ ¯ if the true impact is ¯. The
power of the test for a true e®ect size ¯ is the fraction of the area under this curve that falls to
the right of the critical value t®, i.e., the probability that we reject H0 when it is in fact false.
To achieve a power ·, it must therefore be that
¯ > (t1¡· + t®)SE(^ ¯)
where t1¡· is again given by a t-table. For example, for a power of 80%, t1¡· = 0:84.
The minimum detectable e®ect size for a given power (·), signi¯cance level (®), sample size













for a single sided test (t® is replaced by t®=2 for a two-sided test). Alternatively, equation (7)
implicitly de¯nes the sample size N required to achieve a given power, given the e®ect size that
is posited and the level of signi¯cance chosen.
Equation (7) shows that there is a trade-o® between power and size. When the size decreases,
t® increases, so that the minimum e®ect size increases for a given level of power. Thus there is
trade-o® between the probability of falsely concluding that the program has an e®ect when it
13Note that in some cases, it may be interesting and important to evaluate programs that researchers do not
expect will have a large e®ect (for example to counteract a policy fad). The power calculation should then be
run not to test H0 = 0 (since failing to reject that a program has zero e®ect does not mean \accepting" that the
program has zero e®ect), but to test that the e®ect of the program is no larger than some number.
14The exposition here follows Bloom (1995).
29does not and the probability of falsely concluding that it has no e®ect when it does. The other
parameters that are relevant for this basic power calculation are the minimum e®ect size the
researcher wants to be able to detect, the standard deviation of ², the proportion of the sample
that is allocated to the treatment and comparison groups, and the sample size.
Equation (7) also provides some guidance on how to divide the sample between the treat-
ment and the comparison group. With one treatment, if the main cost of the evaluation is data
collection, it shows that an equal division between treatment and comparison group is optimal,
since the equation is minimized at P = 0:5. However, when the treatment is expensive and
data collection is cheap (for example, when administrative data on the outcome is available for
both the treatment and the comparison group), the optimal sample size will have a larger com-
parison group. More generally the optimal proportion of treated observations can be obtained
by minimizing equation 7 under the budget constraint Ncd + NPct · B, where N is the total
sample size, cc is the unit cost per comparison subject, and ct is the unit cost per treatment sub-









that is, the ratio of subjects in the treatment group to those in the comparison should be
proportional to the inverse of the square root of their costs.
The logic of equation (7) can be extended to apply to sample size calculations when more than
one treatment is evaluated. Suppose an experiment involves two treatments (for example, the
evaluation of the SEED commitment savings product program described above had a comparison
group, a social marketing group, and a \commitment savings" group). A ¯rst possibility is
that the researchers are only interested in the contrast between the comparison group and the
marketing group on the one hand and the comparison and the commitment savings group on
the other hand. In this case, if the researcher puts equal weight on these estimates, he wants
to minimize the sum of the minimum detectable e®ect (MDE) for the two treatments. The
optimal allocation thus requires twice as many observations in the comparison than in each
treatment group. Of course, the researcher may want to be able to detect a smaller e®ect in
one intervention than in the other, which can be translated by a higher weight put on one MDE
than the other. The main point that remains is that the sample size of the comparison group
30should be larger.15
If, on the other hand, a researcher interested in the contrast between the two treatments
(which was the case in the SEED evaluation) they will need a sample size su±cient to be able
to detect a di®erence between the two groups. If the di®erence between the two treatments is
not very large, this may require a larger sample size than the evaluation of either treatment
separately would.
4.2 Grouped Errors
Many of the designs we discussed above involve randomizing over groups rather than individuals.
In such cases, researchers nevertheless often have access to individual data. For example, in the
PROGRESA program, the village was the unit of randomization, but individual data were
available.
When analyzing individual data from programs randomized at a group level, it is important
to take into account that the error term may not be independent across individuals. People in the
same group may be subject to common shocks, which means their outcomes may be correlated.
Because treatment status is also uniform within groups, this correlation in the outcomes of
interest may be mistakenly be interpreted as an e®ect of the program. For example, consider a
case where among two districts with large populations, all individuals in one district are given
a nutritional supplement program, and those in the other district are assigned to comparison
group. Now assume that the comparison district su®ers a drought. It will not be possible to
distinguish the e®ect of the drought from the e®ect of the program.
Formally, consider a modi¯ed version of equation 4.5 (this treatment follows (Bloom 2005)).
Yij = ® + ¯T + Àj + !ij (8)
where j indexes the group and ij the individual. For simplicity of exposition, assume there are
J clusters of identical size n,Àj is i.i.d. with variance ¿2, and !ij is i.i.d. with variance ¾2. The
OLS estimator of ^ ¯ is still unbiased, and its standard error is




























Equations (9) and (10) imply that the ratio between the standard errors for group level
randomization and for individual level randomization given a ¯xed number of members per
group, the design e®ect, is equal to
D =
p
1 + (n ¡ 1)½ (11)
where n is the number of individuals in each group and ½ = ¿2=(¿2 + ¾2) is the intracluster
correlation, i.e., the proportion of the overall variance explained by within group variance. As
equation (11) shows, the design e®ect increases with both the intracluster correlation and the
number of individuals per group. This e®ect can be quite large, even for modest values of the
intraclass correlation. The standard error will more than double, for example, with group size
of 50 and intraclass correlation of 0.06.
This increase in variance has obvious implication for sample sizes calculations. Speci¯cally,









where MJ¡2 = t®=2 + t1¡·, for a two sided test.
Equation 12 shows that, ignoring the e®ect of J on the critical values of the t distribution, the
MDE varies roughly proportionally as a function of the number of groups J. On the other hand,
the number of observations per group a®ects precision much less, especially when ½ is relatively
large. This implies that, for a given sample size, an increase in the number of individuals
sampled per cluster increases the precision much less than increasing the number of clusters being
randomized. Intuitively, when group outcomes are correlated, data from another individual in
an existing group provides less information than data from the ¯rst individual in a new cluster.
32Finally, the equation shows that both the total number of clusters to be sampled and the number
of people to sample per cluster are very dependent on ½.
Note that all these calculations were carried out under the assumption of common variances,
which may not be the case, though the assumption simpli¯es the power calculation. In section
7 below we discuss how to compute standard errors with grouped data without making this
assumption.
4.3 Imperfect Compliance
We saw a number of cases where the randomized design only in°uences the probability that
someone receives a treatment. In section 6.2 below we will discuss in detail how to analyze and
interpret data arising from such experiments.
What is important to note here is that the possibility that compliance may not be perfect
should be taken into account when determining the optimal sample size. In section 6.2 we will
show that the ratio of the di®erence between the initial treatment and control groups to the
di®erence in the probability of being treated in the two groups is an estimate of the causal
e®ect of the treatment among the compliers (those induced by the randomization to receive the
treatment).
The power of the design is therefore going to arise from the di®erence between the outcomes
in those who were initially assigned to the treatment and those who were not, irrespective of
whether they were treated or not (this is the reduced form e®ect of the initial assignment). De-
note by c the share of subjects initially assigned to the treatment group who actually receive the
treatment and by s the share of subjects initially assigned to the comparison group who receive
the treatment. The reduced form e®ect is going to be the actual treatment e®ect multiplied by
c ¡ s.
















Partial compliance thus strongly a®ects the power of a design, since the MDE increases
linearly with the compliance rate, while it increases proportionally to the square root of the
number of observations. Thus, if there is only an 80% di®erence in take up between the treatment
33and control group, the sample size would have to be 56% larger to achieve the same minimum
detectable e®ect. Alternatively, at the same sample size, the minimum detectable e®ect would
be 25% larger.
This (in addition to the interpretation issues that arise when compliance is imperfect which
we discuss in details below) underscores the importance of compliance in experiments. This
implies that if a researcher has the choice between two designs with di®erent level of compliance,
choosing one which will have the highest compliance can have important implication on sample
size. This is useful to think about when to introduce randomization. Suppose for example that
one wants to evaluate a voluntary business training program for microcredit clients. A ¯rst
approach would be an encouragement design, where randomly selected clients would be asked
whether they want to participate in the program, and they could choose whether or not to do
it. The evaluation would then compare those invited to those who were not invited. A second
approach would be an oversubscription design, where the clients would be asked to apply, and
the program would be randomized among applicants. The take-up of the program in the second
design would presumably be much larger than that in ¯rst design. The MDE for the e®ect of the
training on those who choose to participate when o®ered the option will decrease in proportion.16
4.4 Control Variables
In a simple randomized experiment, controlling for baseline values of covariates likely to in°uence
or predict the outcome does not a®ect the expected value of an estimator of ¯, but it can reduce
its variance. Note that controlling for covariates a®ected by the treatment would bias the
estimate of the treatment e®ect by capturing part of its impact. Information on covariates
should therefore be collected in the baseline surveys. A special case of a covariate of interest is
the pre-treatment value of the outcome.
16One may worry that the evaluation would be less \representative" in the second sample since the evaluation
is carried out in a sample of applicants. This is, however, not quite correct: as we will see below, the right
interpretation of the treatment e®ect in the ¯rst design is that it is the e®ect of the intervention among compliers,
that is those who get the training if they are selected for it, and not otherwise. Therefore, even in the ¯rst design,
we will evaluate the e®ect of the training on those who are interested in getting it. The population that will be
a®ected is not necessarily exactly the same in the two designs: it is of course possible that some people would not
think of applying by themselves but would accept to be trained if o®ered an option. But the di®erence may not
be that large.
34Consider the equation:
Yij = ® + ¯T + Xij° + ~ Àj + ~ !ij; (14)
where Xij is a set of control variables, which can be the group- or individual-levels. ~ Àj and
~ !ij now represent the unexplained variance after controlling for Xij. Ignoring the e®ect of
adding covariates on degrees of freedom, controlling for covariates has three e®ects on variance
estimates. First, it reduces the (true) residual variance and thereby tends to reduce the vari-
ance of parameter estimates. Second, in a completely randomized experiment, it may increase
(W0W)¡1, where W is the matrix of all covariates including the treatment indicator, and thereby
increase the variance of ^ ¯. Note that this e®ect is not present with strati¯cation (see below)
because strati¯cation ensures that the treatment indicator is orthogonal to the other covariates
in practice, whereas in a completely randomized experiment this is only true in expectation.
Finally, the estimated variance of ^ ¯ is noisier than without controlling for covariates. It can be
larger or smaller, but it is unbiased.
In general, controlling for variables that have a large e®ect on the outcome can help reduce
standard errors of the estimates and thus the sample size needed. This is a reason why baseline
surveys can greatly reduce sample size requirement when the outcome variables are persistent.
For example, controlling for baseline test scores in evaluations of education interventions greatly
improves the precision of estimates, which reduces the cost of these evaluations when a baseline
test can be conducted. Note, however, that controlling for variables that explain little or none
of the variation in the outcome will increase standard errors by reducing degrees of freedom.17
Choosing which variables to control for is therefore a di±cult exercise. Note that this choice
must in principle be speci¯ed in advance to avoid the risk of speci¯cation searching.
4.5 Strati¯cation
Since the covariates to be used must be chosen in advance in order to avoid speci¯cation
searching and data mining, they can be used to stratify (or block) the sample in order to improve
the precision of estimates. This technique (¯rst proposed by Fisher (1926)) involves dividing
17Even controlling for the pre-treatment value of the outcome may reduce precision if the outcome is not highly
persistent and it is measured with error.
35the sample into groups sharing the same or similar values of certain observable characteristics.
The randomization ensures that treatment and control groups will be similar in expectation.
But strati¯cation is used to ensure that along important observable dimensions this is also true
in practice in the sample. For example, in the balsakhi program, described in section 3.3.3,
researchers strati¯ed according to class size, language of instruction, and school gender (boys,
girls, or coed) as well as according to pre-test scores for schools in the Mumbai area. A block is
constituted of all the schools that share the same language of instruction, the same school gender,
and fall in the same \bin" of pre-test scores. By doing so, they ensured that the treatment and
comparison groups would be balanced by gender and language of instruction and that pre-test
score would be similar. An extreme version of blocked design is the pairwise matched design
where pairs of units are constituted, and in each pair, one unit is randomly assigned to the
treatment and one unit is randomly assigned to the control.
When the same proportion of observations are assigned to the treatment and the comparison
groups in each block, the average treatment e®ect is equal to the di®erence between the outcomes
of all treated and all untreated units or, equivalently, to the weighted average of the di®erence
between treated and untreated units in each group (with the number of observations in each
group as weight).
Very much like controlling for baseline variables ex post, blocking according to variables
will improve precision to the extent the variables used for blocking explain the variation in the
treatment of interest (Cox and Reid 2000). However, blocking is more e±cient than controlling
ex post for these variables, since it ensures an equal proportion of treated and untreated unit
within each block and therefore minimizes variance. An easy way to see this is to observe that,
at the extreme, a completely randomized design could lead to a situation where, in some blocks,
there are only treatment or only control units. These blocks would not contribute anything to
the analysis of di®erence between treatment and comparison groups when we control for the
variables ex post, thus reducing the e®ective sample size and the precision of the treatment
e®ect estimate.
More generally, Imbens, King, and Ridder (2006) show that when the proportion of treated
and control units is the same in all strata (and equal to that in a completely randomized
experiment) the variance of the treatment e®ect estimate is always weakly lower in the strati¯ed
design, with or without ex post controls. The same logic also implies that if several binary
36variables are available for strati¯cation, it is a good idea to use all of them, even if some of
them may not end up having large explanatory power for the ¯nal outcome. The fact that the
blocks within which the randomization will be performed may end up being very small is not a
concern, since the estimate will be computed as an average over all these blocks.
When one or several of the possible strati¯cation variables are continuous, so that one could
form pairs on the basis of just one continuous variable, it will be necessary to make choices about
which variables to use for strati¯cation. For example, if one strati¯es ¯rst according to gender
and then by income, the treatment and comparison group's average incomes will be less similar
than if one strati¯ed only according to income. This choice is made taking into consideration the
extent to which the candidate strati¯cation variables are likely to explain the outcome variable
and the treatment e®ect.
An estimate of the treatment e®ect and its variance that takes into account strati¯cation
can be obtained by estimating
Yij = ® + ¯T + Mij + ~ Àj + ~ !ij; (15)
by OLS, where M is a set of dummy variables indicating the observation's block, by least squares
using either the standard or robust estimates of least squares variance and taking into account
the reduction in degrees of freedom due to strati¯cation. Alternatively, one could ignore the
strati¯cation and estimate (), which is simply (15) without the block dummies.
Both methods are acceptable: With equal proportion of treatment and comparison units
within each strata, ignoring strati¯cation and estimating (15) without the block dummies leads
to the exact same point estimates for ¯ but a higher residual variance. The standard OLS
variance based on that regression is a conservative estimator for the variance of ^ ¯. Although, in
expectation the variance estimator based on (15) is less than or equal to that of the regression
ignoring the block dummies , it is also noisier and, in a given sample, could be higher (Imbens,
King, and Ridder 2006).
Apart from reducing variance, an important reason to adopt a strati¯ed design is when
the researchers are interested in the e®ect of the program on speci¯c subgroups. If one is
interested in the e®ect of the program on a sub-group, the experiment must have enough power
for this subgroup (each sub-group constitutes in some sense a distinct experiment). Strati¯cation
37according to those subgroups then ensure that the ratio between treatment and control units is
determined by the experimenter in each sub-group, and can therefore be chosen optimally. It is
also an assurance for the reader that the sub-group analysis was planned in advance.
4.6 Power calculations in practice
This section reviewed the basic theoretical principles behind the calculation of power in an
experiment. But how should power calculations be carried out by researchers in practice when
planning an experiment, and for what purpose should they be used?
A ¯rst comment is that, despite all the precision of these formulas, power calculations involve
substantial guess work in practice. To carry out power calculations, one must ¯rst have an idea
of the mean and the variance of the outcome in the absence of the experiment, after controlling
for possible covariates and/or strati¯cation. For grouped designs, one must also have a sense of
what the correlation in the outcomes of interest between di®erent group members is likely to be.
The best way to obtain guesses about these parameters is in general to use previously collected
data, ideally from the same country or region. Sometimes such data are not available, and it is
necessary to conduct a baseline survey to get a sense of the magnitude of these variables. But it
may be di±cult and time consuming, particularly when one of the variables one plans to control
for is the baseline value of the outcome variable (this would require two surveys separated by
some length of time). For clustered designs, ¯nding reliable estimates for ½ can prove to be
a challenge in practical applications. Table 1 displays a range of intra-class correlation for
test scores (where the \class" corresponds to a grade level within a school. It shows that the
intraclass correlation is high for test scores, ranging from 0.2 to 0.6. It is often smaller in other
applications. It is worth performing power calculations with a variety of levels for ½ to get a
range of required sample sizes.
One must then chose a level for the test. This is conventionally set at 5% or 10%, since this
is the probability of a type-I error generally accepted as signi¯cant in published papers. Finally,
one must specify the e®ect size that one wishes to be able to detect. As a rule of thumb for a
policy intervention evaluation, this should be the smallest e®ect size that is large enough such
that the intervention would be cost e®ective if it were to be scaled up. Cheap interventions should
therefore be evaluated using larger samples. This, however, ignores the cost of the experiment
itself. Moreover, for economists interested in getting insights about structural parameters, this
38rule of thumb may not apply. It may be of intrinsic interest from an economics point of view to
answer the question of whether a given intervention can have even a small e®ect on an outcome,
irrespective of the immediate policy implications.
A shortcut when data on mean and standard deviation of the outcomes are not available is
to directly specify the e®ect size one wishes to detect in multiples of the standard deviation of
the outcome. Cohen (1988) proposes that an e®ect of 0.2 standard deviation is \small", 0.5 is
\medium" and 0.8 is \large." Unfortunately, without a sense of what the standard deviation is,
it is not clear that the distinction between large, medium and small has much practical meaning.
But it can at least provide some idea to the researcher on whether the design will have power
to perform a given design. This information can then be plugged into software which computes
power under di®erent scenarios.18
The ¯nal question is the level of power for which a researcher should aim and, more generally,
how to use power calculations. A ¯rst view of power calculations is that they should be conducted
ex-ante to determine the necessary sample to obtain a given power|many funding agency
consider 80% to 90% an appropriate target. However, sample size is often determined in large
part by budget or implementation constraints. In this case, a second view of power calculations
is that they can help evaluate the power of a speci¯c design, and thus help the researcher decide
whether to embark on the project at all. Here, a question that naturally arises is therefore
whether or not a researcher should accept to conduct a low-powered study. The answer is not
obvious. Some argue that since the study has little chance to deliver conclusive results, it is not
worthwhile to conduct it. From a social point of view (in particular if one adopt a Bayesian or
decision theoretic point of view), however, this is forgetting that any particular study is only
one of many that may be conducted on the topic. The greatest incremental precision on a given
question comes from the ¯rst few observations. Moreover, results from several low power studies
can be combined in a meta-analysis which will have more power. It remains that, from a purely
private point of view, and taking into account the fact that each experiment involves ¯xed costs
(in designing the experiments, the questionnaires, etc.), low-powered designs are probably best
avoided in most cases by individual researchers.
A third use of power calculations is to help make decisions about how to design the experi-
18\Optimal Design" is a free tool that performs such power calculations (see Raudenbush, Spybrook, Liu, and
Congdon (2005)).
39ment to achieve the maximum power within a given budget. For example, is it worth conducting
a baseline? In clustered designs, how many clusters should be sampled and how many units per
cluster, given the ¯xed cost of surveying each cluster and the intra-class correlation within each
cluster? How should many should individuals be allocated to di®erent treatment groups? How
many treatments can be reliably evaluated given the available sample size? Of course, these
designs issues choices are not determined only by the need for precision. In the next section, we
discuss them in more details.
5 Practical Design and Implementation Issues
This section discusses various design and implementation issues faced by those conducting ran-
domized evaluations. We begin with the choice of randomization level. Should one randomize
over individuals or some larger group? We then discuss cross-cutting designs that test multiple
treatments simultaneously within the same sample. Finally, we address some data collection
issues.
5.1 Level of Randomization
An important practical design choice is whether to randomize the intervention at the level of
the individual, the family, the village, the district, etc. While early social experiments in the
US were all randomized at the individual level, many evaluations in developing countries are
randomized across groups.19 For some interventions, such as those seeking to in°uence an entire
community, the choice does not arise. For example, Chattopadhyay and Du°o (2004) study the
reservation for women of leadership positions in village councils. The randomization necessarily
takes place at the level of the gram panchayat, a local council encompassing several villages.
All villages in a given gram panchayat are therefore either treatment or comparison; there is no
room for randomization at the village level.
But for many interventions, it is possible to choose whether to randomize at the individual
or the group level, and this choice is not always evident. For example, early randomization
of deworming medicines were carried out at the individual level within schools (Dickson and
Garner 2000), while Miguel and Kremer (2004) look at similar programs by randomly phasing-
19See Bloom (2005) for discussion of clustered randomized trials in the US context.
40in the program at the school level. Interventions such as input provisions in classrooms could
be carried out at the school level (for example, schools get selected to receive textbooks or °ip
charts) or at the level of individuals students (in the Tennessee Star experiment, students within
schools were randomly assigned to either a large class, a small class, or a class with a teacher
aid (Krueger and Whitmore 2002)
When there is °exibility in the level at which to randomize, several factors need to be taken
into account. First, as discussed in section 4.2, the larger the groups that are randomized, the
larger the total sample size needed to achieve a given power. The level of randomization thus
has a potentially large e®ect on the budget and administrative burden of the evaluation, making
individual-level randomization attractive when possible.
Second, however, spillovers from treatment to comparison groups can bias the estimation of
treatment e®ects. In such case, the randomization should occur at a level that captures these
e®ects. For example, Miguel and Kremer (2004) found much larger e®ects of deworming drugs
than did earlier evaluations that randomized across individuals. They argue that because worm
infections spread easily among children, the comparison group in individual-level randomizations
also bene¯ted from treatment, reducing the di®erence between the outcomes of treated and
control children. While such spillovers are not necessarily absent when randomizing at larger
levels (for example, Miguel and Kremer do show spillover across schools in their samples), they
are typically much smaller. This can be an argument for randomizing at a level that captures
any large spillover e®ects. Another form of externality that can occur is that individuals in
the comparison group may change their behavior in anticipation of being treated in the future.
It may be easier in a village-level randomization to leave the comparison group unaware of the
existence of a treated group.
Third, randomization at the group level may some times be much easier from the implemen-
tation point of view, even if it requires larger sample sizes. There are various reasons for this. In
interventions that have a strong ¯xed cost element in each location, it is cost-e±cient to allow as
many people as possible to take advantage of the interventions. For example, Banerjee, Du°o,
and Glennerster are currently evaluating a community based iron forti¯cation method. A local
NGO trains the village miller to fortify °our with iron and supplies the forti¯cation compound
to him. Not allowing everyone in the community to take advantage of the trained miller would
imply that the initial set up costs are not fully leveraged.
41Another reason why group-level randomization may be preferred is that individual-level ran-
domization of a program perceived as desirable in a village or a neighborhood may create resent-
ment towards the implementation organization. Organizations may simply refuse to participate
in such evaluations and, even if they agree, may be less likely to implement the experiment as
designed. There may be slippage from the comparison to the treatment group (for example,
some students assigned to large classes in the Tennessee Star Experiment found their way into
small classes), either because the comparison individuals manage to get treated after a while,
or because the ¯eld sta®, intentionally or not, do not treat the right individuals based on the
initial random assignment. It is much easier for a research team to ensure that villages are being
treated according to an initial random assignment than to monitor individuals.
The choice of the level at which to randomize is therefore very context speci¯c. It depends
on the nature of the intervention as well as the nature of the interactions between the individuals
to be treated.
5.2 Cross-Cutting Designs
One of the institutional innovations that led to a large increase in the number of randomized
evaluations is the increased use of cross-cutting (or factorial) designs. In cross-cutting designs
several di®erent treatments are tested simultaneously with randomizations being conducted so
that treatments are orthogonal to each other. Kremer (2003) describes many of those experi-
ments conducted in education in Western Kenya.
There are two ways to think about cross-cutting designs. First, they can be used to test
various interventions and combinations of interventions relative to a comparison groups and
relative to each other. They can also establish whether treatments have important interaction
e®ects. Policymakers are often interested in using a variety of strategies to change an outcome.
For example, the PROGRESA program we discussed above is a combination of several programs:
a cash transfer, a redistribution of resources towards women, and an incentive component. From
a policy perspective, the evaluation of the \full PROGRESA" package may be su±cient for
the Mexican government when deciding whether or not to continue with PROGRESA. But in
order to learn about behavior and, for policy purposes, to understand which components of
PROGRESA should be scaled up, one might want to know whether the incentive part of the
scheme is necessary, whether distributing the money to women rather than to men matters, etc.
42In principle, a cross cutting design could have been used in order to disentangle the various
component of PROGRESA.
If a researcher is cross-cutting interventions A and B, each of which has a comparison group,
she obtains four groups: no interventions (pure control); A only; B only; and A and B together
(full intervention). If a researcher wants to test whether B has a di®erent e®ect when combined
with A than alone, the sample sizes must be su±cient to allow her to statistically distinguish
A versus A and B, as well as B versus A and B. As we discussed in section 4, one may consider
making the full intervention and pure control groups larger than the A only and B only groups.
When such cross-cutting designs are too costly or require too large a sample size, a practical
question that often arises is whether to evaluate a combined program (A and B) or to separately
evaluate the two components. Policymakers may have a preference to evaluate the A and B
combination as long it has the potential to be scaled up, since the A and B combination is more
likely to have an e®ect than either A or B separately.
From an economist's perspective, the drawback of evaluating packages of interventions is
that it makes it di±cult to understand what drove the response and thus to extract lessons
more general than just \this particular package worked." The advantage is that a more intensive
intervention is more likely to have an impact and thus to show that outcomes can indeed be
a®ected. If there is substantial uncertainty about the fact that either component may make
a big di®erence to the outcomes of interest, it may make sense to ¯rst evaluate the combined
package and then follow up with later studies designed to disentangle the various potential
mechanisms at work. In the initial study, intermediate variables likely to be a®ected by one
intervention but not the other can be used to shed light on which part of the intervention was
e®ective. For example, in the deworming pilot mentioned above (Miguel and Kremer 2004),
two programs were combined: deworming pills were distributed, and children were given advice
about preventive behavior (wearing shoes, washing hands, etc.). Researchers collected variables
on behavior which suggested that no behavior changed in the treatment schools. This strongly
suggests that the component of the intervention that made the di®erence was the provision of
the deworming pill.
Even when there is no interest in potential interactions between programs, cross-cutting
designs can also be useful for testing multiple hypotheses rather than one, with little increase in
cost, since the main cost of randomized evaluations typically consists of conducting the surveys to
43establish baseline conditions and to measure outcome variables. In this case, the overall sample
size need only be large enough to have su±cient power for the intervention that is expected
to have the smaller e®ect. For example, Banerjee, Du°o, Cole, and Linden (2007) tested in
the same sample (the municipal schools in Vadodara, India) the e®ect of remedial education
and the e®ects of Computer Assisted Learning. As we saw above, half the schools received the
remedial education program for grade 4. Half the schools received the computer assisted learning
program, also for grade 4 students. The randomization for the computer assisted learning was
strati¯ed according to treatment status for the remedial education program. The same test
scores were used to look at the e®ect of both programs.
In this case, the e®ect of remedial education we obtain is that of remedial education con-
ditional on half the school getting computer assisted learning as well. This may have been
problematic if computer assisted learning had little chance to be scaled up and if the e®ect of
remedial education turned out to be very di®erent in schools with and without computers. In
this case, the two programs did not seem to interact with each other at all, so that the existence
of two treatments did not diminish the external validity of the evaluation of each of them.
Because they signi¯cantly reduce costs, cross-cutting di®erent treatments has proved very
important in allowing for the recent wave of randomized evaluations in development economics.20
They may also provide a window for graduate students or others who have limited access to
resources to implement randomized research projects as additional treatments as part of larger
projects. For example, using a cross-cutting design, Du°o, Dupas, Kremer, and Sinei (2006)
evaluate the e®ect on risky sexual behavior of Kenya's teacher training for HIV/AIDS education
and that of helping children stay in school longer by reducing the cost of education. As part of
her dissertation, Dupas (2006) evaluated an additional intervention which she designed and im-
plemented with the help of the NGO that was facilitating the initial project: the program was an
information intervention where teenagers were informed of the relative prevalence of HIV/AIDS
in di®erent age groups. The intervention itself is very cheap and could be added to the program
at minimal costs. Collecting the data would have been extremely expensive, but the necessary
data was collected as part of the initial project. It turns out that this intervention proved to
be much more e®ective in reducing pregnancy rates (the marker of risky sexual behavior) than
the regular teacher training program. This suggests that adding this component to the regular
20Many of the experiments on education in Kenya described in Kremer (2003) were cross-cutting designs.
44program has the potential to make it much more e®ective in reducing risky sexual behavior.
A ¯nal advantage of cross-cutting designs, evident in this example, is that, while a full welfare
analysis is, as we discussed earlier, di±cult, it is possible to compare the e®ectiveness of several
di®erent techniques for achieving a speci¯c outcome. That is at least a second best.
5.3 Data Collection
We do not discuss speci¯c survey design issues here as they are already covered by a substantial
literature (see for example Deaton (1997)). Our main focus here is on the choice of what type
of data to collect, the value of a baseline survey, and the use of administrative data.
5.3.1 Conducting Baseline Surveys
One of the ¯rst data collection questions that a researcher must address is whether or not to
conduct a baseline survey. In principle, randomization renders baseline surveys unnecessary,
since it ensures the treatment and comparison groups are similar in expectation. However, there
are several reasons why researchers may want to conduct a baseline survey.
First, as we have discussed, a baseline survey generates control variables that will reduce
the variability in ¯nal outcomes and therefore reduces sample size requirements. In terms of the
cost of the evaluation, the trade-o® between conducting a baseline survey and not conducting
one boils down to comparing the cost of the intervention, the cost of data collection, and the
impact that variables for which data can be collected in a baseline survey may have on the ¯nal
outcome. When the intervention is expensive and data collection is relatively cheap, conducting
a baseline will save money. When the intervention is cheap but data collection is expensive, it
may be more cost e®ective to run a larger experiment without conducting a baseline.
Cost is not the only consideration, however. There are several other advantages of con-
ducting baseline surveys. First, they make it possible to examine interactions between initial
conditions and the impact of the program. In many cases this will be of considerable impor-
tance for assessing external validity. Second, a baseline survey provides an opportunity to check
that the randomization was conducted appropriately. Third, collecting baseline data o®ers an
opportunity to test and re¯ne data collection procedures.
The alternative strategy of collecting \pre-intervention data" retrospectively in the post-
survey will usually be unacceptable, because even if the program does not a®ect those variables
45it may well a®ect recall of those variables. Sometimes su±cient administrative data is already
available and can substitute for a baseline to gauge the validity of randomization and provide
control variable for looking at the signi¯cance of interventions.
5.3.2 Using Administrative Data
Using administrative data (data collected by the implementing organization as part of their
normal functioning) linked to information on treatment can greatly reduce the cost of data
collection and reduce attrition. Use of administrative data is more common in developed
countries, but even in developing countries researchers can have access to such data. For example,
Angrist, Bettinger, and Kremer (2006) examine the medium-run impact of the Colombia voucher
program by linking data on the voucher lottery with data on registration for Colombia's school
completion/college entrance exam.
It is, however, important in such cases to ensure that data is comparable between treatment
and comparison groups. For example, it may be that outcome variables of interest are collected
as part of a program but only in program areas. It might be tempting to reduce data collection
costs by only putting in place a new survey in comparison areas and relying on program data
to get outcome variables in treatment areas. However, this could introduce biases as a di®er-
ence in measured outcomes between treatment and comparison areas could re°ect di®erent data
collection methodologies. For example, Du°o and Hanna (2006) study the impact of providing
incentives based on teacher attendance in informal schools. In treatment schools, attendance is
measured every day using date and time-stamped photographs. In comparison schools, atten-
dance needs to be measured by through unannounced visits to the schools. In order to ensure
uniformity of data collection, the program is evaluated by comparing random visits in both types
of schools. And indeed, the average absence rate measured through the daily camera data is
di®erent than that measured through the random visit.
Another issue to be aware of is that a program may impact the measurement of an underlying
variable of interest more than the variable itself. Consider an evaluation for which the outcome
of interest is some underlying latent variable (such as learning) that is imperfectly measured by
some proxy (such as test scores). In many cases the relationship between the latent variable
and the proxy is plausibly una®ected by the program. However, if the program itself creates
incentives which are tied to the proxy, then it will be desirable to measure the e®ect of the
46intervention using another proxy variable which is also highly correlated with the latent variable
but which is not linked to the incentives of the program. For example, in their evaluation of a
teacher incentives program based on district test scores, Glewwe and Kremer (2003) collected
data not only on the district test scores (on which the incentives was based) but also on a \low
stakes" NGO-administered test, which provides an independent measure of learning.
6 Analysis with Departures from Perfect Randomization
This section discusses potential threats to the internal validity of randomized evaluation designs,
and ways to either eliminate them ex-ante, or handle them in the analysis ex post. Speci¯cally,
we discuss how to analyze data when the probability of selection depends on the strata; analysis
of randomized evaluations with imperfect compliance; externalities; and attrition.
6.1 The Probability of Selection Depends on the Strata
A ¯rst departure from perfect randomization is when randomization is conditional on observable
variables, with di®erent probability of being selected depending on the value of the observable
variables. In section 4.5 we discussed designs where blocked designs (or strati¯cation) were
used to reduce the variance of the estimated treatment e®ect. The allocation of observations
to treatment and comparison groups was the same in all blocks. It may also happen, however,
that the probability of selection di®ers in di®erent strata. Consider for example the Colombia
voucher program already discussed. The randomization was done within each city, with a pre-
¯xed number of winners in each city. The ratio of lottery winners to total applicants was therefore
di®erent in each city. This implies that the lottery status is not random in the overall sample
(for example, there may be more losers in Bogota than in Cali if Bogota had more applicants
for a given number of places). However, it is still random within each city. In other words, the
treatment status is random conditional of a set of observable variables (a stratum: in this case,
a city).
Denote as T the treatment status, and X a set of dummy variables indicating the strata.
Randomization conditional on observables implies that
E[Y C
i jX;T] ¡ E[Y C
i jX;C] = 0,
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our parameter of interest. Finally,
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i jx;T] ¡ E[Y C
i jx;C]gP(X = xjT)dx.
This means that, if X takes discrete values, we can compare treatment and comparison
observations in each strata and then take a weighted average over these strata, using as weights
the proportion of treated units in the cells (this is the sample analog of the above expression).
This gives the average e®ect of the treatment on the treated. The cells where everybody is
treated or nobody is are dropped. This method can be applied whenever the randomization is
conditional on a set of pre-determined characteristics. An alternative is simply to control for
X in an OLS regression of the outcome Y on T. One must, however, be sure to include all
the relevant dummies in the regression. Suppose for example that the probability to receive a
program depends both on city and income (with two income categories: rich and poor). Then X
must include dummy variables for each city, for each income categories, and all their interactions.
6.2 Partial Compliance
In some cases, an evaluation is designed to reach all individuals assigned to the treatment group
and great care is taken to ensure that compliance is near perfect. This was the case in the
Indonesian iron supplementation experiment discussed in the introduction of section 3, where
compliance rates exceeded 92% (Thomas, Frankenberg, Friedman, Habicht, and Al 2003). There
are many other cases, however, where compliance is not expected to be perfect. Sometimes only
a fraction of the individuals who are o®ered the treatment take it up. Conversely, some members
of the comparison group may receive the treatment. This is referred to as \partial (or imperfect)
compliance."
48A common reason for partial compliance is that researchers rarely have perfect control over
what the comparison group chooses to do. To go back to the example of the iron supplemen-
tation study, some individuals in both experimental groups may have already been taking iron
supplements, and may have continued to do so even after the evaluation started, since they knew
they had one chance in two to be part of the placebo group. Even though nearly all individuals
in the treatment groups were treated, since some individuals in the comparison group may have
been treated as well, the di®erence in treatment probability between the treatment and com-
parison groups was not one. In some instances, members of the comparison group are treated
directly by the program. For example, when randomization is at the school level for example,
some students may decide to transfer from the comparison group to treatment group in order to
bene¯t from the program o®ered to the treatment group. In the well-known Tennessee STAR
class size evaluation, some children initially assigned to a large class also moved to a small class
(Krueger and Whitmore 2002).
There are also cases where it is not possible to enforce compliance in the treatment group.
For example, in the deworming program, only children present on the day of the deworming
received the deworming pills. Tracking the children at home to administer the pills would have
been prohibitively expensive. Thus not every child in the treated schools was treated.
In many cases, experiments do not intend to treat everybody in the treatment group. This
is always the case in encouragement designs. For example, in the evaluation of the e®ect of in-
formation sessions on tax deferred account take up discussed previously (Du°o and Saez 2003),
treatment individuals were o®ered ¯nancial incentives to attend an information session. Indi-
viduals in the treatment and the comparison groups were, however, both free to attend. The
probability of attending the session among those who received the letter was 19% and only 6%
among those who did not. While the di®erence in the probability to attend was fairly large (13
percentage points) and very statistically signi¯cant, it was far from being one.
In this case, the manipulation that the experimenters performed was to send a letter inform-
ing the employee of the bene¯t. However, the bene¯ts o±ce is more concerned about the impact
of the information session itself. More generally, we are often interested in the e®ect of a given
treatment, but the randomization only a®ects the probability that the individual is exposed to
the treatment, rather than the treatment itself.
To be valid and to prevent the reintroduction of selection bias, an analysis needs to focus
49on groups created by the initial randomization. One must compare all those initially allocated
to the treatment group to all those initially randomized to the comparison group, whatever
their actual behavior and their actual treatment status. The analysis cannot exclude subjects or
cut the sample according to behavior that may have been a®ected by the random assignment.
Doing so can lead to erroneous results. This was the case in several early studies examining
a program in Cambodia that contracted out government health services to NGOs (Keller and
Schwartz 2001, Bhushan, Keller, and Schwartz 2002, Schwartz and Bhushan 2004). Using a
1997 baseline survey and 2001 midterm survey, these studies found that outcomes improved
more in the districts with contracting than in comparison districts; however, the 2001 midterm
survey did not collect data in three of the eight districts initially assigned to treatment, but
where acceptable bids were not received. Thus any estimates would be biased if districts that
received acceptable bids di®ered from those that did not in unobserved variables that in°uence
outcomes. For example, if potential contractors were more likely to bid on districts in which it
appeared easiest to reach the contract targets, program e®ects could be overestimated. Bloom,
Bhushan, Clingingsmith, Hung, King, Kremer, Loevinsohn, and Schwartz (2006) corrected the
problem by collecting data on all districts that were randomly assigned to either the treatment
or comparison groups and by comparing all districts initially assigned to the treatment group
with all those assigned to the comparison group, regardless of their ¯nal assignment.
In cases where the actual treatment is distinct from the variable that is randomly manipu-
lated, call Z the variable that is randomly assigned (for example, the letter inviting the university
employees to the fair and o®ering them $20 to attend), while T remains the treatment of interest
(for example, attending the fair). Denote Yi(0) the potential outcome for an individual if Z = 0,
and Yi(1) the potential outcome for an individual if Z = 1.
Because of random assignment, we know that E[Yi(0)jZ = 1] ¡ E[Yi(0)jZ = 0] is equal
to zero, and that the di®erence E[YijZ = 1] ¡ E[YijZ = 0] is equal to the causal e®ect of Z.
However, this is not equal to the e®ect of the treatment, T, since Z is not equal to T. Because
Z has been chosen to at least in°uence the treatment, this di®erence is called the Intention to
Treat estimate (ITT).
In many contexts, the intention-to-treat estimate is actually a parameter of interest. For
example, in the case of the deworming program, if policymakers are interested in the cost
e®ectiveness of a universal school based deworming treatment, and tracking children at home
50is not practical, any estimate of the e®ectiveness of the program needs to take into account the
fact that not all children will be present at school on the day of the treatment. In this case, the
parameter of interest is the intention-to-treat.
There are, however, many circumstances where researchers are interested in the e®ect of the
intervention (T) itself, rather than that of the instrument. This is particularly true when the
evaluation is not designed to be scaled up as a policy but rather to understand the impact of a
treatment that could potentially be delivered in many other ways. This was the case in the iron
supplementation experiment. A policy that delivers iron pills and carefully monitors compliance
is not a practical policy option. There are much cheaper ways to deliver iron, for example by
investing in supplementation of food. Policymakers and researchers are therefore interested in
the impact of a diet rich in iron, which only individuals who complied with the treatment are
getting.
We now investigate what can be learned about the causal e®ect of the treatment T when
compliance is imperfect, so that the randomization generates an instrument Z for the treatment
of interest T. This is discussed in Angrist and Imbens (1994, 1995) and related work, and the
analysis here follows their treatment.
6.2.1 From Intention To Treat to Average Treatment E®ects
Consider the Wald estimate, which is the ratio of the intention-to-treat estimate and the fraction
of individuals who were treated in the treatment and the comparison group.
¯W =
E[YijZi = 1] ¡ E[YijZi = 0]
E[TijZi = 1] ¡ E[TijZi = 0]
. (16)
Note that the Wald estimate is the IV estimate of ¯ in equation 2, using the dummy Z as
an instrument. Imbens and Angrist show that, under two assumptions below, this ratio can be
interpreted as the average treatment e®ect for a well-de¯ned group of individuals, namely those
who are induced by the instrument Z to take advantage of the treatment.
The two identi¯cation assumptions are the following:
1. Independence: (Y C
i ;Y T
i ;Ti(1);Ti(0)) is independent of Z; and
2. Monotonicity: Either Ti(1) ¸ Ti(0) for all i or Ti(1) · Ti(0) for all i.
51The independence assumption subsumes two requirements. First, the fact that the compar-
ison between outcomes for individuals exposed to di®erent values of the instrument identify the
causal impact of the instrument. This will be true by construction in the case of randomized
evaluation, since the instrument is randomly assigned. Second, that potential outcomes are not
directly a®ected by the instrument. This assumption does not necessarily hold in randomized
evaluations and will need to be examined carefully.
The monotonicity assumption requires that the instrument makes every person either weakly
more or less likely to actually participate in the treatment. For example, every person in the
treatment group for the iron study is no less likely to get iron than had they been in the
comparison group. This assumption needs to be examined on a case by case basis, but in most
cases it will be reasonable.
We can manipulate the numerator of expression 16.
E[YijZi = 1] ¡ E[YijZi = 0] = E[Ti(1)Y T
i + (1 ¡ Ti(1))Y C
i jZi = 1] ¡ E[Ti(0)Y T
i + (1 ¡ Ti(0))Y C
i jZi = 0]
= E[(Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0))(Y T
i ¡ Y C
i ) + E[Y C
i jZi = 1] ¡ E[Y C
i jZi = 0],
which, by the independence assumption, is equal to E[(Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0))(Y T
i ¡ Y C
i )]. This can be
expanded to
E[¡(Y T
i ¡ Y C
i )jTi(1) ¡ Ti(0) = ¡1]P[Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0) = ¡1]+
E[(Y T
i ¡Y C
i )¤0jTi(1)¡Ti(0) = 0]P[Ti(1)¡Ti(0) = 0]+E[Y T
i ¡Y C
i jTi(1)¡Ti(0) = 1]P[Ti(1)¡Ti(0) = 1].
The ¯rst term cancels out due to the monotonicity assumption. The second term cancels out
since the di®erence is pre-multiplied by zero. This expressions therefore simpli¯es to
E[Y T
i ¡ Y C
i j(Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0) = 1]P[Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0) = 1].
Meanwhile,
P[Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0) = 1] = P[Ti(1) = 1;Ti(0) = 0]1[Ti(1) = 1;Ti(0) = 0]
= 1[Ti(1) = 1] ¡ 1[Ti(0) = 1].
52Taking expectations,
P[Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0) = 1] = E[Ti(1)] ¡ E[Ti(0)]
= E[TijZ = 1] ¡ E[TijZ = 0].
Hence
^ ¯W =
E[YijZi = 1] ¡ E[YijZi = 0]
E[TijZi = 1] ¡ E[TijZi = 0]
= E[Y T
i ¡ Y C
i j(Ti(1) ¡ Ti(0) = 1].
Under the monotonicity and the independence assumptions, the Wald estimator gives us the
e®ect of the treatment on those whose treatment status was a®ected by the instrument, which
is known as the local average treatment e®ect (LATE) (Angrist and Imbens 1994). These are
those who, in the absence of the randomly assigned instrument, would not have been treated
but are induced to receive treatment by the assigned instrument. They are often referred to as
the compliers.
A special case is when nobody in the comparison group is treated, Ti(0) = 0. In this case,
the Wald estimate is the e®ect of the treatment on the treated. For example, in the second
year of the balsakhi study, some schools that had been assigned a balsakhi did not get one.
The di®erence between the average test score of all children in the initial, randomly-assigned
treatment group and all children in the initial, randomly-assigned comparison group, divided
by the probability that a school receives a balsakhi conditional on having been assigned to the
treatment group is an estimate of the average e®ect of the balsakhi program on children in
schools that were actually treated. To the extent that the treatment schools that did not get a
balsakhi are di®erent from those that did, the estimated e®ect may not be representative of the
programs impact on the average school.
Another special case is when everybody in the treatment group is treated, Ti(1) = 1. This
will often be true in \oversubscription" designs, where successful applicants are selected from
a list, and o®ered the treatment. In this case (subject to the caveats we discuss below), the
Wald estimate identi¯es the e®ect of the treatment on those who would not be treated without
inducement.
53When the randomization only induces imperfect assignment to the treatment and the com-
parison groups, it is therefore still possible to make meaningful causal statements. However,
the average causal e®ect that is estimated is not necessarily representative of the average causal
e®ect for the entire population. Depending on circumstances, it may or may not be represen-
tative of a sub-population of interest. Those who are induced by the evaluation to take up a
particular treatment may be di®erent than those who were already taking it up or who would
be likely to be induced to take it up by another policy intervention. In other words, another
selection e®ect appears in this case, although it does not bias the estimation of the causal e®ect
for compliers.21
In some cases, the group of compliers is exactly the group of interest, precisely because they
are the ones that are likely to be a®ected by a policy. In some cases, policymakers are really
interested in the impact of average impact of the policy in as representative a group as possible.
In this case, there may be a tradeo® between the bene¯ts of a less tightly controlled evalua-
tion, where the initial random assignment is used as an instrument for the policy and that of an
evaluation where the initial randomization is very closely respected. The ¯rst evaluation may
be much easier to implement, and can be conducted in a larger area and on a larger sample,
but the group of compliers may be small and the treatment e®ects may not be representative of
what would be obtained in the population at large. The second evaluation is more di±cult to
carry out, and requires much larger budgets or a smaller sample size.
This analysis also helps us compare prospective randomized evaluations and natural experi-
ments. Some non-experimental studies take advantage of \natural experiments," where assign-
ment to a treatment or a policy is in part due to a randomly assigned variable that can be used
as instrument for the treatment. For example, Angrist (1990) studies the impact veteran status
on civilian earnings by taking advantage of the Vietnam draft lottery, where draft assignment to
service was in part based on a random number. Because in many cases the random factor only
explains part of the variation in the actual treatment, such studies often have a ¯rst-stage that
is small in magnitude (even if it is very statistically signi¯cant), which implies that compliers
represent only small share of the population. Even when a natural experiment utilizes very large
samples that may be representative of a country's entire population, the resulting estimate may
not have more external validity (that is, be less applicable in other contexts) than those of a
21See Heckman and Vytlacil (2005) for a more extensive discussion of marginal treatment e®ects.
54randomized evaluation conducted in a smaller sample, but carefully controlled such that the ¯rst
stage is much larger, because identi¯cation comes from a very narrow and non-random group of
the population.22
6.2.2 When is IV Not Appropriate
In order for the IV estimate to be interpreted as the causal e®ect of a treatment on the compliers,
both the monotonicity and the independence assumptions must hold. Randomized evaluations
make it likely that both assumptions are satis¯ed, but they do not necessarily ensure it. Recall
that the independence assumption discussed above requires that potential outcomes of any
treatment state, (Y T
i , Y C
i ), are independent of Z, the instrument. In some case, this assumption
fails to hold.
First, the instrument may a®ect non-compliers in the treatment group. Return to the bal-
sakhi example, and consider only the ¯rst year of the evaluation where compliance was perfect
at the school level (Banerjee, Du°o, Cole, and Linden 2007). Because schools were randomly
assigned to the treatment and comparison groups, the comparison between the test scores of all
children in the treatment groups and all children in the comparison groups provides an unbiased
estimate of the average e®ect of the program on all children, or the intention-to-treat estimate.
Noting that only 20% of the children in treatment schools were actually assigned to work with
the balsakhi|recall that this is a remedial education program|it is tempting to divide the
ITT estimate by the probability of being sent to the balsakhi in the treatment group in order to
obtain the e®ect of working with the balsakhi on the children who actually received the remedial
education. This, however, is inappropriate, because children in treatment schools who were not
sent to the balsakhi may have bene¯ted from the fact that their class is now smaller for most of
the day, and their weakest peers have left the classrooms. At the extreme, it could have been
the case that the entire e®ect on the average class was due to an improvement in the learning
level of top scoring children who were not sent to the balsakhi and now enjoy better learning
conditions. By using the fact that the school was assigned to the program as an instrument for
the fact that the child actually received the remedial education, one would, possibly erroneously,
22As an example, Card (1999) discusses the interpretation of natural experiment estimates of returns to ed-
ucation and shows that many of them can be interpreted as the returns to education for individuals with high
discount rates or credit constrained individuals. This may explain why they tend to be larger than OLS estimates.
55force all the impact of the treatment to work through the remedial education classes. If these
e®ects are positive (as we may expect in this case), the IV will be an overestimate of the impact
of the treatment on compliers.
The same situation occurred in the deworming program (Miguel and Kremer 2004). Since
not all children in treatment schools were treated, it may again be tempting to divide the
intention-to-treat estimate by the fraction of children treated to estimate an average treatment
e®ect. However, as Miguel and Kremer show (and we discuss in more detail below), non-treated
children in treatment schools actually bene¯ted from the treatment, since they were exposed to
fewer worm-carrying children. Once again, the Wald estimator would overestimate the e®ect of
treatment on the treated, while the intention-to-treat estimate is a valid estimate of the e®ect
of the program on the entire school.
It is important to note that, even if these externalities are small, the bias will be magni¯ed
because the ITT estimate is divided by a number smaller than one. While this is less of a
concern when the ¯rst stage is very powerful, when it is weak the bias can become extremely
large.
6.3 Externalities
Experimental interventions can create spillover e®ects such that untreated individuals are af-
fected by the treatment. Spillovers may be physical|substantial disease reduction externalities
were found in the evaluation of a Kenyan primary school deworming program for example
(Miguel and Kremer 2004). They may also result from price changes|Vermeersch and Kremer
(2004) found that the provision of school meals to preschoolers at some schools in Kenya led
nearby schools to reduce school fees. Spillovers can also occur in the form of learning and
imitation e®ects (see Du°o and Saez (2003), Miguel and Kremer (2004)).
To see how spillovers can lead to biased estimates of treatment e®ects, consider the simple
situation in which a treatment is randomly allocated across a population of individuals and
compliance is perfect. Using the potential outcome framework, the intention-to-treat estimate
is ITT = E[Y T
i jT = 1] ¡ E[Y C
i jT = 0]. In order to interpret this di®erence as the e®ect of
the treatment, the standard unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) must hold. It says that
the potential outcomes for each individual are independent of his treatment status, as well as
the treatment group status of any other individual (Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin 1996). If this
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i jT = 0] in the sample is not equal to E[Y C
i jT = 0] in the population, since
the sample contains both treated and untreated individuals. The potential outcome for each
individual (and therefore the ITT) now depends on the entire vector of allocations to treatment
and comparison groups. If the spillover e®ects on untreated individuals are generally positive,
then the intention-to-treat estimate ITT will generally be smaller than it would have been
without spillovers.
It is easy to see that this assumption will be violated when externalities are present. Consider
once again the deworming program in Kenya. Those children who received the treatment
were directly protected against worms; however, the untreated children with whom they have
contact and against whom they are compared will experience fewer infections as well since
treated individuals no longer transmit worms. Miguel and Kremer (2004) note that previous
work on deworming programs may have underestimated treatment e®ects because it randomized
treatment among individuals in the presence of positive spillovers. If spillovers are negative, the
estimate would be upwards biased.
If spillovers are global (e.g., changes in world prices), identi¯cation of program e®ects will
be problematic with any methodology. If they are local, randomization at the group level can
allow for estimation of the total program e®ect on the group. If externalities do not operate
across groups, group-level randomization is su±cient to identify overall treatment e®ects. It
cannot, however, decompose the direct and spillover e®ects.
Where spillovers are likely to be important, experiments can be speci¯cally designed to
estimate their extent and magnitude. A ¯rst technique is to purposefully vary the level of
exposure to a treatment within a group. For example, in their study of information and 401(k)
participation, Du°o and Saez (2003) randomized the o®er of getting an incentive to attend
information session at two levels. First a set of university departments were randomly chosen
for treatment, and then a random set of individuals within treatment departments were o®ered
the prize. This allowed the authors to explore both the direct e®ect on attendance and plan
enrollment of being o®ered an incentive and the spillover e®ect of being in a department in which
others had been o®ered incentives.
A second technique is to exploit the variation in exposure across groups that naturally
arises from randomization. For example, Du°o, Kremer, and Robinson (2006) performed on-
site agricultural trials in a randomly selected sample of farmers. They then asked all farmers
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as friends). They then compare adoption of fertilizer among the \friends" of the treatment
farmers to that of the \friends" of the comparison farmers. This allows them to estimate the
extent of information externalities. Likewise, Miguel and Kremer (2004) compare adoption of
deworming pills among the friends of children who were in early treatment schools to that
of the friends of children in the late treatment schools. Miguel and Kremer (2004) estimate
cross-group externalities by exploiting the fact that randomization created local variation in the
density of treatment schools and hence random variation in the likelihood that a student in a
non-treated school would be exposed to spillovers. Speci¯cally, they estimate regressions of the
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number of treatment pupils a student in a treatment school is exposed to within distance d. The
¯rst term represents the direct e®ect (including within-school externalities on any non-treated
pupils) and the second term represents the cross-school externality.
A third technique to estimate spillover e®ects is to randomly assign individuals to di®erent
peer groups. For example, the Moving to Opportunity experiment in the US (Liebman, Katz,
and Kling 2004) o®ered randomly selected individuals vouchers to move to lower poverty neigh-
borhoods. The comparison between those who received vouchers and those who didn't provides
an estimate of the importance of neighborhood e®ects.
6.4 Attrition
Attrition refers to the failure to collect outcome data from some individuals who were part of
the original sample. Random attrition will only reduce a study's statistical power; however,
attrition that is correlated with the treatment being evaluated may bias estimates. For example,
if those who are bene¯ting least from a program tend to drop out of the sample, ignoring this
fact will lead us to overestimate a program's e®ect. While randomization ensures independence
of potential outcomes in the initial treatment and comparison groups, it does not hold after
non-random attrition. This problem occurred in the ¯rst large-scale randomized evaluation in
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ways to address the issue (Hausman and Wise 1979, Heckman 1979).
Even if attrition rates are similar in treatment and comparison groups, it remains possible
that the attritors were selected di®erently in the treatment and comparison groups. For example,
in the evaluation of a medication, attrition due to death may be reduced in the treatment
group, but attrition due to the fact that the subject feel healthier and stop complying with the
experimental protocol may be increased in the treatment group.
This makes attrition a very di±cult problem to solve ex post and that implies managing
attrition during the data collection process is essential. Attrition can be limited by implementing
systems to carefully track participants even after they leave the program. For example, in the
balsakhi program (Banerjee, Du°o, Cole, and Linden 2007) children were tested at home if they
were not found in school after a number of visits, which resulted in low attrition rates. This
requires good information on where to ¯nd participants even if they drop out of the program.
If the goal is to follow participants for a long time after the end of the program, it is important
to collect good information in the baseline on how to ¯nd them later on (for example the names
of neighbors and relatives that can be interviewed if the respondent cannot be found). When
following up with all attritors is too expensive, a random sample of the attritors can be selected
for intensive follow-up. In the analysis, these observations need to be given a higher weight,
re°ecting their sampling probability.
A ¯rst step in the analysis of an evaluation must always be to report attrition levels in the
treatment and comparison groups and to compare attritors with non-attritors using baseline
data (when available) to see if they di®er systematically, at least along observable dimensions.
If attrition remains a problem, statistical techniques are available to identify and adjust for the
bias. These techniques can be parametric (see Hausman and Wise (1979), Wooldridge (2002)
or Grasdal (2001)) or nonparametric. We will focus on non-parametric techniques here because
parametric methods are more well known. Moreover, non-parametric sample correction methods
are interesting for randomized evaluation, because they do not require the functional form and
distribution assumptions characteristic of parametric approaches. Important studies discussing
non-parametric bounds include Manski (1989) and Lee (2002)
The idea of non-parametric Manski-Lee bounds is to use plausible assumptions about the
monotonicity of potential outcomes and attrition along with relative rank restrictions on the
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timated from available data. Ordinary treatment e®ect estimates will provide either upper or
lower bounds on the true e®ect depending on the direction of attrition bias. When attrition bias
is negative and the treatment e®ect is positive, the ordinary estimates provide a lower bound
for the true e®ect, and the upper bound is estimated using the Manski-Lee approach.
Below we summarize the approach to attrition taken by Angrist, Bettinger, and Kremer
(2006) to evaluate the long term impact of a Colombian voucher program on latent learning.
As we discussed above, secondary school vouchers were allocated by lottery among a set of
applicants. The authors matched lottery winners and losers to records from Colombia's high
school graduation/college entrance exam, ¯nding that winners were more likely to take the
exam. The di®erential high school completion rates, while interesting in their own right, make
estimating the impact of the program on learning tricky. Let y1i be the outcome for individual
i if o®ered treatment and y0i the outcome they would otherwise obtain. Di is an indicator
variable for random assignment to treatment. Let T1i be an indicator variable for whether the
individual would remain in the sample conditional being assigned to the treatment group, and
T0i similarly indicate whether they would remain in the sample if assigned to the comparison
group. Assume that y1i ¸ y0i and T1i ¸ T0i for all i. These assumptions mean that treatment
is never harmful and that those o®ered treatment at least as likely to remain in the sample as
those who are not. Now de¯ne an outcome variable that is zero for attritors: YXi = TXiyXi for
X = f0;1g. Then we can write the following equation linking the actually observed outcome
Yi to potential outcomes, attrition status, and treatment group:
Yi = Y0i + (Y1i ¡ Y0i)Di = T0iy0i + (T1iy1i ¡ T0iy0i)Di.
Let qi0 (µ) be the µ-quintile of the distribution of Yi0 and let qi1 (µ) be the µ-quintile of the
distribution of Yi1. Now de¯ne a rank-preservation restriction: Y1i is said to be a µ-quintile
preserving transformation of the random variable Y0i if P (Yi1 ¸ qi1 (µ)jYi0 ¸ qi0 (µ)) = 1. In
other words, the rank preservation restriction says that when the potential outcome in the
comparison state is above a certain quantile in its own distribution, then the potential outcome
in the treatment state is also above that quantile in its own distribution. Given the assumptions
already outlined and a choice of µ such that µ ¸ µ0 where q0i (µ0) = 0, Angrist, Bettinger, and
Kremer (2006) prove that
60E [YijDi = 1;Yi > qi1 (µ)] ¡ E [YijDi = 0;Yi > qi0 (µ)] ¸ E [yi1 ¡ yi0jyi0 > qi0 (µ);Ti0 = 1]
¸ E [YijDi = 1;Yi > qi0 (µ)] ¡ E [YijDi = 0;Yi > qi0 (µ)].
One can then choose a quantile, µ0, such that q0i (µ0) = 0, and then drop the lower µ0 percent
of the Yi1 distribution to obtain an upper bound on E [yi1 ¡ yi0jTi0 = 1] while the unadjusted
treatment e®ect provides a lower bound. Note that the bound will be the tighter, the lower is
the attrition. This underscores the need for limiting attrition bias as much as possible.
7 Inference Issues
This section discusses a number of the key issues related to conducting valid inference from
randomized evaluations. We begin by returning to the issue of group data addressing how
to compute standard errors that account for the grouped structure. We then consider the
situation when researchers are interested in assessing a program's impact on several (possibly
related) outcome variables. We next turn to evaluating heterogeneous treatment e®ect across
population subgroups, and ¯nally discuss controlling for covariates in estimation.
7.1 Grouped Data
As was introduced in section 4.2, when the randomization takes place at the group level, standard
errors need to take into account possible correlation in the outcome variables between members
of the same group. Equation (11) gives us the in°ation factor for the standard errors under the
assumption of no heteroskedasticity and a common covariance structure across group (Moulton
1990). In this case, equation (2) can also be estimated more e±ciently by Generalized Least
Squares, assuming a group random e®ect.
If one wants to avoid the assumption of a common covariance structure, one approach to com-
puting standard errors with grouped data is to use the cluster-correlated Huber-White covariance
matrix estimator. This approach is recommended when the number of groups randomized is
large enough. However, Donald and Lang (2001) and Wooldridge (2004) have pointed out that
asymptotic justi¯cation of this estimator assumes a large number of aggregate units. Simulations
in Du°o, Mullainathan, and Bertrand (2004) show the cluster-correlated Huber-White estimator
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the null hypothesis of no e®ect.
When the number of clusters is small, hypothesis tests can also be generated using ran-
domization inference (Rosenbaum 2002). This approach involves generating placebo random
assignments Pj and associated regression coe±cients, denoted Bp. Denote the set of all possible
assignments from the randomization process fPjg. Now consider ¯p in the regression equation
Yij = ± + ¯pPj + Àij.




be the empirical c.d.f. of
^ ¯p for all elements of fPjg:We can now perform a hypothesis test by checking if our measured
treatment e®ect is in the tails of the distribution of placebo treatments. We can reject H0:









placebo assignments, Pj, only vary across clusters, this method takes intracluster correlations
into account.
The advantage of randomization inference is that it is valid for any sample size, and can
thus be used even when the number of sample is very small. Bloom, Bhushan, Clingingsmith,
Hung, King, Kremer, Loevinsohn, and Schwartz (2006) use this method to compute standard
errors in their study of the impact of subcontracting the management of public health care
center in Cambodia. Randomization was carried out at the district level, and only 12 districts
participated in the study. Clustered standard errors could therefore be a®ected by fairly strong
bias. Note, however, that while unbiased, randomization inference has low power relative to
more parametric approaches when the true e®ect is large because it does not put even minimal
structure on the error term (see the discussion in Bloom, Bhushan, Clingingsmith, Hung, King,
Kremer, Loevinsohn, and Schwartz (2006)).
7.2 Multiple Outcomes
Evaluations often a®ect many di®erent outcomes that the experimenter subsequently measures.
Testing hypotheses regarding multiple outcomes calls for special techniques. Standard hypoth-
esis testing supposes that the experimenter is interested in each outcome separately. But when
testing multiple outcomes, the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis for at least one
outcome is greater than the signi¯cance level used for each test (Kling and Liebman 2004); a
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with a probability of approximately 40%.
Suppose that in our example, individual hypotheses test showed the estimated e®ect of the
intervention was statistically signi¯cant for scores in math but for no other subjects. While a
policymaker concerned only with math scores might focus on the point estimate of the e®ect
on math, an experimenter reporting the results of the program would be wrong to draw the
inference that the program worked in math but not in other subjects. In order to make a
correct inference, the standard errors must be adjusted to account for the fact that the outcome
is a member of a family of hypotheses. This is often referred to as the \familywise" error.
Adjusted p-values for each outcome are to be constructed such that the probability is less
than .05 that at least one of the tests in a family would exceed the critical value under the
joint null hypothesis of no e®ects. The simplest and most conservative approach is Bonferroni
adjustment, in which each p-value is multiplied by the number of tests in the family (Savin 1984).
This approach is too conservative, however, since it it treats all the hypotheses as independent.23
An alternative approach with multiple related hypothesis (a family of hypotheses) is thus to
test whether the overall e®ect of treatment on a family of outcomes is signi¯cantly di®erent from
zero. Following our example, a policy maker may be interested in the e®ect of their intervention
on test scores in general, rather than on each subject separately. Measurement of such overall
e®ects has its roots in the literature on clinical trials and on meta-analysis (See O'Brien (1984);
Logan and Tamhane (2003); and Hedges and Olkin (1985)). A summary measure that captures
this idea is the mean standardized treatment e®ect. Suppose that there are K di®erent outcomes
in the family of interest. Let the point estimate and standard error for each e®ect be given by and
^ ¼k and ^ ¾k. Following O'Brien (1984), Logan and Tamhane (2003), and Kling, Liebman, Katz,






The standard error of this mean e®ect needs to take into account the fact that all the outcomes
are correlated: this can be done by running seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) for all the
standardized outcomes falling into a family. The mean standardized treatment e®ect is preferable
to alternatives, such as a joint F-test across all the outcomes, since it is unidirectional and thus
has more power to detect whether all e®ects go in the same direction.
23Alternative approaches are the Bonferroni-Holm step-down adjustment (Holm 1979) and the bootstrap
method of Westfall and Young (1993) (See Kling and Liebman (2004) for an example).
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spective analysis which may draw data from a large data set with many potentially unrelated
variables (like a census), all the variables collected in a prospective evaluation were, presumably,
collected because they were considered potential outcome variables. All should therefore be
reported whether they are signi¯cant or not. Where there are a large number of variables, it can
also be useful for the researcher to set out ahead of time which variables fall into which families
for family testing.
7.3 Subgroups
Interventions often have heterogeneous e®ects on the population they a®ect. For example, we
might expect a remedial education program to have a greater e®ect on students who have low
test scores than on those who have high test scores. If we randomly allocate an intervention
across groups (such as classrooms) containing students of both types, then the e®ect of treatment
will be an average of the e®ect on low and high scoring children. Researchers and policymakers
may, however, be interested in testing the e®ect separately for low- and high-scoring children.
Ideally, researchers should know when designing the evaluation protocol, either through a
priori reasoning or through knowledge gained from other studies, which of the possible subgroups
should be investigated separately and make this decision clear ex ante. Theoretical restrictions
may in fact give rise to additional testable hypotheses|for example, that the program has a
signi¯cant impact on low-scoring children, but not on high-scoring children.
Note that in clustered designs evaluations may have almost as much power for such sub-group
as it is for the entire sample. This is because the number of observations per cluster matter more
for power than the number of clusters. Moreover, if one of the reason for the correlation within
cluster was that the fraction of individuals belonging to each subgroups vary from a cluster to
another, examining sub-groups separately may reduce the within-group correlation enough to
compensate for the loss in sample size (Bloom 2005).
In some cases (though not when the randomization is carried out at the group level and
each group contain members of di®erent sub-groups of interest) it is possible to stratify our
randomization of individuals into treatment and comparison groups by the subgroups, and to
estimate treatment e®ects in each subgroup. This makes the intention to looking at the e®ects
for di®erent subgroup explicit. Even when subgroups are determined in advance, standard errors
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very much like the adjustments for multiple outcomes just reviewed.
What if a researcher discovers after the randomization has been conducted and the evaluation
begun that a particular subgroup seems to have a very di®erent treatment e®ects? For example,
Glewwe, Kremer, and Moulin (2004) ¯nd no evidence that providing textbooks to rural Kenyan
primary schools increased scores for the typical student. However, there is evidence that the
program increased test scores for students with initially higher academic achievement. While
this \cut" was not intended in advance, it can be easily be rationalized: since the textbooks were
in English, they were unlikely to help the weaker student. Should such evidence be reported?
Likewise, evaluation results are often separately reported for di®erent sites.24 In Kenya, Kremer,
Miguel, and Thornton (2004) separately report the result of an incentives program for two
districts, one where it \worked" and the other where it was ine®ective. One could argue that
dividing the sample according to a variable that was not part of the original randomized design
may lead to data mining. Because the universe of possible \cuts" of the data is not known,
computing Bonferroni bounds or similar adjustments is not possible, and standard errors cannot
be properly calculated.
The most stringent standard, which is applied by the FDA in clinical trials of new drug
therapies, is that unless the subgroups are speci¯ed ex ante, results for speci¯c subgroups will
not be considered su±cient evidence for drug licensure. The FDA requires a new trial designed
ex ante to measure the impact on any subgroups. The reason the FDA takes this approach is
that if a researcher (or pharmaceutical company) has free reign to examine an arbitrary number
of subgroups, it will typically be possible to choose subgroups such that the intervention appears
e®ective within that group.
From a Bayesian point of view, however, a policymaker who trusts that the researcher has
not data mined among many potential subgroups, and who believes there is a good a priori case
to believe that e®ects might di®er by subgroups would seem to have reason to take into account
the results of subgroup analysis, even if done ex post. In this context it is also important to
remember that randomized trials constrain researchers' options much more than in standard
24This is the case for most social experiments in the US. For example, the results of the Moving to Opportunity
experiment were ¯rst reported for the city of Boston (Liebman, Katz, and Kling 2004), where it seemed to have
bigger e®ects than in some other sites, at least in early years of the program.
65empirical economics, where, almost by construction, there are many more opportunities to
engage in data mining, subgroup selection, and speci¯cation searching.
While every e®ort should be made to lay out the planned subgroup analysis in advance and
typically to stratify the randomization by subgroup, we do believe that it may sometimes be
worthwhile to report results from ex post grouping as well as those that were initially planned,
since they can shed additional light on the ¯rst set of results. However, if results according to ex
post grouping are reported, a researcher's report must make it very clear which subgroups were
de¯ned ex ante and which subgroup was de¯ned ex post. From the point of view of a researcher,
an evaluation that yields suggestive results ex post on groups that had not been designed ex
ante should be thought of as the ¯rst step to a further evaluation focusing in particular on these
e®ects.
7.4 Covariates
Another element of choice in the analysis of an experiment is the choice of what to control for.
As we discussed above, controlling for variables not a®ected by the treatment may reduce the
variance of the outcome, leading to more precise estimates (controlling for variables that are
a®ected by the experiment would of course lead to biased estimates). But once again, those
variables should be speci¯ed ex ante, to avoid speci¯cation searching. It is common practice to
report both \raw" di®erences and as well as regression-adjusted results.
8 External Validity and Generalizing Randomized Evaluations
Up until now we have mainly focused on issues of internal validity, i.e., whether we can conclude
that the measured impact is indeed caused by the intervention in the sample. In this section we
discuss external validity|whether the impact we measure would carry over to other samples or
populations. In other words, whether the results are generalizable and replicable. While internal
validity is necessary for external validity, it is not su±cient. This question has received a lot of
attention in the discussions surrounding the use of randomized evaluation. A very interesting
overview of this debate is given by the papers of Bardhan, Basu, Mookherjee and Banerjee in
a symposium on \new development economics" (Banerjee 2005, Basu 2005, Mookherjee 2005,
Bardhan 2005, Banerjee, Bardhan, Basu, Kanbur, and Mookherjee 2005). In this section, we
66discuss reasons why one may worry about the external validity of randomized evaluations, and
what are the ways to ameliorate these concerns.
8.1 Partial and General Equilibrium E®ects
Because randomized evaluations compare the di®erence between treatment and comparison pop-
ulations in a given area, they are not able to pick up general equilibrium e®ects (Heckman,
Lochner, and Taber 1998). Such e®ects may be particularly important for assessing the welfare
implications of scaling up a program. For example, in the evaluation of the voucher program
in Colombia, the researchers compared the outcomes for students who were given vouchers to
attend private school with those of students who applied for but did not receive vouchers. This
evaluation was able to identify the impact of winning a voucher given that there was a system
of vouchers in place|in other words, it measured the partial or localized e®ect of the program
on recipients. It was not, however, able to say what the overall impact of introducing a voucher
system was on the education system in Colombia.
Both advocates and detractors of voucher systems point to potential general equilibrium
e®ects of vouchers. Proponents suggest that the added competition introduced by vouchers
increases the pressure on public schools and that these schools improve their performance as a
result (Hoxby 2003). Opponents argue that vouchers are likely to increase sorting of students
by ability, preferences, and race and may undermine the role of education in creating a cohesive
society with common identity and shared values (Hsieh and Urquiola 2003). To the extent that
vouchers pull the most motivated children and their parents out of public schools, they may
reduce the pressure generated by articulate, motivated parents on public schools to perform
well.
Neither of these e®ects can be measured in the study on Colombian vouchers. Increased
competition could improve the quality of education in public schools (where more comparison
children are educated) and so reduce the di®erence between treatment and comparison outcomes.
This would reduce the measured e®ect of vouchers even though there was a positive impact of
vouchers on the system. Increased sorting would impact both treatment and comparison schools,
and so a comparison between the two would not be able to pick it up. A decline in performance
in public schools due to the loss of the most committed students and parents would show up
in a study of this kind as a larger gap between the performance of treatment and comparison
67students. In other words, the bigger the magnitude of this negative e®ect of vouchers, the better
it would make the outcomes of vouchers appear.
General equilibrium e®ects of this kind can be thought of as another variety of externality.
As with externalities, it would be possible to pick up some of these general equilibrium e®ects if
the unit of observation were large enough|although this is not always practical. For example,
the impact of vouchers on between school competition, on sorting, and on the children remaining
in public schools, could be analyzed by randomizing vouchers at the community level (assuming
a community was large enough to incorporate several schools, some public and some private).
If most children stayed within this community to go to school, a comparison of communities
that (on a random basis) introduced vouchers with those that did not would tell us something
about these general equilibrium e®ects.
In other cases, the general equilibrium e®ects may work at the level of the country or even
the world (if, for example, they impact wages or prices). It would be di±cult to implement a
randomized evaluation that picked these up as it would involve randomizing at the national or
even international level.
8.2 Hawthorne and John Henry E®ects
Another limitation of prospective evaluations is that the evaluation itself may cause the treat-
ment or comparison group to change its behavior. Changes in behavior among the treatment
group are called Hawthorne e®ects, while changes in behavior among the comparison group are
called John Henry e®ects.25 The treatment group may be grateful to receive a treatment and
conscious of being observed, which may induce them to alter their behavior for the duration of
the experiment (for example, working harder to make it a success). The comparison group may
feel o®ended to be a comparison group and react by also altering their behavior (for example,
teachers in the comparison group for an evaluation may \compete" with the treatment teachers
or, on the contrary, decide to slack o®).
These behavioral responses are often discussed in the context of being speci¯c concerns
25The Hawthorne E®ect refers to the Hawthorne works of the Western Electric Company in Chicago. During
a series of studies regarding the e®ect of work conditions on worker productivity, researchers concluded that the
knowledge they were being observed induced workers to exert additional e®ort. The John Henry e®ect refers to
the rail worker of American folklore.
68for randomized evaluations, although similar e®ects can occur in other settings. For example,
provision of school inputs could temporarily increase morale among students and teachers, which
could improve performance in the short run. Such e®ects would create problems for ¯xed-e®ects,
di®erence-in-di®erences and regression discontinuity estimates as well as randomized evaluations.
What makes an experiment special is that individuals may know they are part of an evaluation
and may thus react to the very fact of being evaluated, not only to the inputs received.
One way to disentangle Hawthorne or John Henry e®ects from long run impacts of the
program which would obtain outside of an evaluation is to collect longer run data. For example,
Du°o and Hanna (2006) continued to monitor the impact of the camera program over a year
after the o±cial \experiment" was over (but the NGO decided to continue to implement the
program as a permanent program). The fact that the results are similar when the program is
not being o±cially evaluated any more and at the beginning of the evaluation period suggest
that the initial results on presence where not due to Hawthorne e®ects.
Evaluations can also be designed to help disentangle the various channels and help ame-
liorate concerns of John Henry or Hawthorne e®ects. One example is the evaluation of the
SEED program, mentioned above (Ashraf, Karlan, and Yin 2006). In this case, the authors
were concerned that individuals may have saved more not because of the special SEED savings
program but just because they were visited by a team that suggested saving. Their solution
was to create an additional treatment group to which they marketed a \regular" savings pro-
gram. That is, of the half of these individuals not assigned to the SEED commitment treatment
group, one-fourth were assigned to the pure comparison group while one-fourth were assigned
to a third group|the \marketing treatment" group. Clients in this group were given virtually
the same marketing campaign as received by clients in the SEED commitment treatment group,
except that the marketing was strictly limited to conventional and existing savings products of
the participating micro¯nance institution. By comparing savings levels of clients in the SEED
commitment treatment and marketing treatment groups, the authors were able to isolate the
direct e®ect of the SEED product from the e®ect of the marketing campaign.
While the coe±cient on the indicator for the \marketing treatment" was insigni¯cant in
all regression speci¯cations, it was also positive in every speci¯cation. This suggests that the
marketing treatment may have had an impact on savings, though this was small in magnitude
and the sample size did not provide su±cient statistical power to estimate it.
698.3 Generalizing Beyond Speci¯c Programs and Samples
More generally, an issue that often comes up with randomized evaluations is the extent to which
the results are replicable or generalizable to other contexts. Sure, a speci¯c program worked in
one community in Western Kenya, but can we extrapolate that it will work elsewhere? Was its
success linked to a speci¯c NGO? Would a similar program, but with minor variations, have the
same impact?
Three major factors can a®ect the generalizability of randomized evaluation results: the ways
in which the programs are implemented (are the programs implemented with special care in a
way that makes it very di±cult to replicate them?), the fact that the evaluation is conducted in
a speci¯c sample, and the fact that speci¯c programs are implemented (would a slightly di®erent
program have the same results?). We consider these factors in turn.
The ¯rst question is whether the program is implemented with a level of care that makes it
impossible to replicate it. Pilot programs are often run with particular care and with particularly
high-quality program o±cials in a way that is impossible to replicate on a wider scale. When they
are implemented by NGOs that are open to having programs tested, one may also worry that
only these types of NGOs could implement them so e®ectively. As a program is expanded, the
quality may deteriorate. While completely preventing this problem is di±cult, it is important
and possible to avoid \gold plating" programs. It is also important to clearly document the
procedures followed in the program and to collect data on how well the program was implemented
(in particular, the compliance rates and whether the procedures were followed) so that what is
being evaluated is clearly understood.
A more di±cult issue is whether we can conclude that because one population responded to
a program in one way, another population will respond in the same way to a similar program.
If a program worked for poor rural women in Africa, will it work for middle-income urban
men in South Asia? This problem is of course not limited to randomized evaluations. Any
empirical study informs us about the sample on which the research was performed, and can be
generalized only under some assumptions. But for logistical reasons, randomized evaluations are
often conducted in relatively small regions, which exacerbates the problem, while retrospective
research can take advantage of nationally representative data sets.26
26It is nevertheless worth pointing out that in some cases, this trade-o® between internal and external validity
also occurs in non-experimental studies. For example, regression discontinuity designs solve internal validity
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the external validity of randomized evaluations for a given population (say, the population of a
country) would be maximized by randomly selecting sites and, within these sites, by randomly
selecting treatment and comparison groups. The former is almost never done. Randomized
evaluations are typically performed in \convenience" samples, with speci¯c populations. While
these choices are often necessary to make an evaluation possible, they may also limit its external
validity.
There are two responses to this dilemma. We should test and see whether a program or
research result holds in di®erent contexts. But as we cannot test every single permutation and
combination of contexts, we must also rely on theories of behavior that can help us decide
whether if the program worked in context A and B it is likely to work in C. We discuss these
two responses below.
The third question is related: given that a speci¯c version of a program had a given impact,
what can we learn about similar, but not identical, programs. For example what would have
been the response to the PROGRESA program if the slope of the transfer scheduled with respect
to secondary school enrollment of children of di®erent ages had been di®erent? Here again, the
same two responses hold: one would like to try various versions of programs to understand
what versions matter. As the experience accumulate on a given programs, it may be possible
to infer a \schedule" of responses to di®erent transfer size for example. But the number of
possible variations on a given program is potentially in¯nite, and a theoretical framework is
de¯nitely needed to understand which variations are important to replicate and which are not.
Here again, it is a combination of replications and theory that can help generalize the lessons
from a particular program.
8.4 Evidence on the Generalizability of Randomized Evaluation Results
Evidence on program replication is unfortunately limited at this point. The relatively limited
experience of programs that have been tested in di®erent environments suggest that (at least
for these randomized trials) the results have generalized quite well. However, it will clearly be
issues with very mild identifying assumption by focusing on a very small subset of the population, those who are
\marginal" for getting the treatment of interest; IV strategies identify the e®ect for a group of compliers that
may be small and not representative of the general population.
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another kind of publication incentive at work here: researchers do not have strong incentives
to replicate existing evaluations, and journals are also less interested in publishing such studies.
Ideally, institutions should emerge that both carry out such evaluations and ensure the di®usion
of the results to policymakers, even if academic publications are not the ideal forum.
Replication was built into the design of the randomized evaluations of the remedial education
discussed above (Banerjee, Du°o, Cole, and Linden 2007). The evaluation was simultaneously
conducted in two large cities (Mumbai and Vadodara), with completely di®erent implementation
teams. Mumbai's team was experienced as the program had already been run in that city for
some time; Vadodara's team was new. Mumbai and Vadodara are very di®erent cities. Mumbai
is a much richer city where initial learning levels were higher. The results were generally very
similar in Mumbai and Vadodara with one interesting exception: in language, the e®ects in
Mumbai were much smaller than in Vadodara, to the point of being insigni¯cant. This is likely
related to the fact that over 80% of the children in Mumbai had already mastered the basic
language skills the program was covering, as the baseline tests demonstrated.
The deworming program discussed above was also replicated in a di®erent context and pro-
duced similar results. The original deworming evaluation was run in rural primary schools in
western Kenya. The program was then modi¯ed to meet the needs of preschool children in
urban India, with iron supplementation added given the high level of anemia in that popu-
lation (Bobonis, Miguel, and Sharma 2004). The program was also implemented by di®erent
organizations|Pratham in India and International Child Support Africa in Kenya. The results,
however, were surprisingly similar. In Kenya, school participation increased by 7 percentage
points, height-for-age z-score increased by .09, and weight-for-age did not change. In India, par-
ticipation increased by 6 percentage points, there were no average gains in child height-for-age,
and weight increased by 1.1 pounds.
One result that was di®erent between the two studies was that externalities were much larger
in Kenya than in India, possibly because of di®erences in the transmission mechanism of worms
and because iron forti¯cation does not produce externalities.
It is possible that medical interventions of this type are more likely to replicate than programs
attempting to in°uence behavior. However, the limited evidence on the replicability of results
from incentive programs is also encouraging. PROGRESA was initially introduced and tested
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Ecuador, Colombia and Brazil) as well as in other countries, such as Turkey. In several cases,
these programs have also been tested using randomized evaluations. These additional trials
have allowed researcher both to verify that the e®ect of conditional cash transfers replicate in
countries other than Mexico|they generally do|and also to shed some light on the importance
of particular points of program design. For example, Schady and Araujo (2006) studied the
impact on school enrollment in Ecuador of a cash transfer that was not conditional on school
enrollment. They found that the program nevertheless had large impact on school enrollment,
but this was concentrated among households who believed (mistakenly) that the program was
conditional on enrollment.
8.5 Field Experiments and Theoretical Models
While it is necessary to replicate studies in di®erent contexts, it will never be feasible to rigorously
test the extent to which research results hold in all possible situations. However, experiments can
deliver much more general lessons when they are combined with economic theories or models.
There are two main ways to combine theory and structure with randomized evaluations.
First, economic modeling can be combined with variation coming from randomized evaluations
to estimate a richer set of parameters. The cost is a set of additional assumptions, but the bene¯t
is a richer set of parameters, which can be used to make prediction about how variation of the
program would a®ect behavior. Attanasio, Meghir, and Santiago (2005) combine structural
modeling with the variation coming from the experimental design in PROGRESA to estimate a
°exible model of education choice, which allows them to estimate the possible e®ects of di®erent
variants of PROGRESA. A related use of randomized evaluation is an \out of sample" validation
of the assumption made by structural models. Todd and Wolpin (2006) estimate a structural
model of schooling and work decision for children in the PROGRESA control villages. They
then simulate what e®ect PROGRESA would have if their model was right and compare it to
the actual treatment e®ect.
A more ambitious use of theory and randomization in development economics is to set up
experiments explicitly to test particular theories about economic behavior. Karlan and Zinman
(2005c, 2005a) and Bertrand, Karlan, Mullainathan, Sha¯r, and Zinman (2005) are three related
projects o®ering excellent examples of using ¯eld experiments to test theories. Both projects
73were conducted in collaboration with a South African lender, giving small loans to high-risk
borrowers at high interest rates. In both cases, the main manipulation started by sending
di®erent direct mail solicitation to di®erent people. Karlan and Zinman (2005c) set out to test
the relative weights of ex post repayment burden and ex ante adverse selection in lending. In
their set up, potential borrowers with the same observable risk are randomly o®ered a high
or a low interest rate in an initial letter. Individuals then decide whether to borrow at the
solicitation's \o®er" rate. Of those that respond to the high rate, half are randomly given a
new lower \contract" interest rate when they actually apply for the loan, while the remaining
half continue to receive the rate at which they were o®ered the loan. Individuals do not know
beforehand that the contract rate may di®er from the o®er rate. The researchers then compare
repayment performance of the loans in all three groups. This design allows the researchers to
separately identify adverse selection e®ects and ex post repayment burden e®ects (which could
be due to moral hazard or sheer ¯nancial distress ex post). Adverse selection e®ects are identi¯ed
by considering only the sample that eventually received the low contract rate, and comparing
the repayment performance of those who responded to the high o®er interest rate with those
who responded to the low o®er interest rate. Ex post repayment burden e®ects are identi¯ed by
considering only those who responded to the high o®er rates, and comparing those who ended
up with the low o®er to those who ended up with the high o®er. The study found that men and
women behave di®erently: while women exhibit adverse selection, men exhibit moral hazard.
This experiment constitutes a signi¯cant methodological advance because it shows how simple
predictions from theory can be rigorously tested.
Bertrand, Karlan, Mullainathan, Sha¯r, and Zinman (2005) apply the same principle to
a broader set of hypotheses, most of them coming directly from psychology. The experiment
is overlaid on the Karlan and Zinman basic experiment: the o®er letters are made to vary
along other dimensions, which should not matter economically, but have been hypothesized
by psychologists to matter for decision-making, and have been shown to have large e®ects in
laboratory settings. For example, the lender varied the description of the o®er, either showing
the monthly payment for one typical loan or for a variety of loan terms and sizes. Other
randomizations include whether and how the o®ered interest rate is compared to a \market"
benchmark, the expiration date of the o®er, whether the o®er is combined with a promotional
giveaway, race and gender features introduced via the inclusion of a photo in the corner of the
74letter, and whether the o®er letter mentions suggested uses for the loan. The analysis then
compares the e®ect of all these manipulations. While not all of them make a di®erence, many
do, and some of the e®ects are large and surprising. For example, for male customers, having
a photo of a woman on top of the o®er letter increases take-up as much as a 1% reduction in
the monthly interest rate. In some sense, the juxtaposition of the two experiments may be the
most surprising. On the one hand individuals react as homo economicus to information |
they are sensitive to interest rates and poor-risk borrowers accept the highest interest rates (at
least among women). On the other hand, these e®ects are present in the same setting where
seemingly anodyne manipulations make a large di®erence.
The two experiments and many others already described in this chapter illustrate how devel-
opment economists have gone much beyond \simple" program evaluations to use randomization
as a research tool. Compared to retrospective evaluations (even perfectly identi¯ed ones), ¯eld
experiments, when the collaboration with the partner is very close, o®er much more °exibility
and make it possible to give primacy to the hypothesis to test, rather than to the program that
happens to have been implemented. With retrospective evaluations, theory is used instrumen-
tally, as a way to provide a structure justifying the identifying assumptions (this is more or
less explicit depending on the empirical tradition the researchers belong to). With prospective
evaluations, it is the experimental design that is instrumental. This gives more power both
to test the theory and to challenge it. A theoretical framework is necessary to suggest which
experiments should be run and help give them a more general interpretation. Some of the most
recent experimental results may not ¯t very well within the existing theories (this is what Baner-
jee (2005) calls the \new challenge to theory." They should prompt a back-and-forth between
theoretical modeling and ¯eld experiments, with each new wave of results challenging existing
theories and providing some direction about how to formulate new ones.
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